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The woolly apple aphid, iaiown foi? many years as a pest 
of appl© varieties, has been especially destructive to young 
apple trees In nursery plantings. Although the insect at­
tacks 0.11 parts of the apple plant, its habit of migrating 
to and causing destructive enlargeraents on the roots of 
these plants has "been the primary reason for extensive losses 
to nurs0r:pien, 
The complicated life history of this insect has made the 
problem of control exceedingly difficult. The primary host, 
the plant on which the overwintering egg is deposited, is 
the American elm. In early spring a wingless, viviparous 
female aphid, the stem mother, Imtches from the egg and feeds 
on a developing bud of the elm. As the injured bud develops 
it forms an unsightly rosette. Within the rosette the stem 
mother gives birth to second generation wingless viviparous 
feciale aphids, fhese in turn give birth to the third gener^  
ation aphids, viviparous females which develop into the wing­
ed, spring migrant form. Th© spring migrants, following 
their departure from the elm rosette In the late spring and 
early suEroier, fly to the alternate host, the apple, and there 
deposit wingless viviparous young, the fourth generation 
aphids. Some of the fourth generation n^ phs, and nytaphs of 
subsequent generations on the apple may infest the roots 
while others remain on the aerial parts of the trees. 
2. 
lumerous stmineF generations of wingless viviparous 
females are produce<i on the apple tree. In the fall winged 
viviparous apbids knoiim as fall migrants appear among the 
wingless individuals of aerial colonies, fhe fall xaigrants 
leave the apple and fly to liiaerican elm where they deposit 
nymplis tTiat develop into male and feinale adults, the sexuals. 
At laaturitj th© seximls aate and the feraale deposits a 
single egg in a crevice of the elxa bark* 
The general life history as outlined above takes place 
orilj!' In areas where the priiaary host is present. Irrespective 
of the presence of th© prlnmry host, the apterous vlviparotiis 
aphids perpetuate themselves year after year by partheno-
genetic reproduction on infested ap3ple trees. 
In the vicinity of Shenandoah, Iowa, >rhere one of the 
largest and most- concentrated nursery industries in the 
United States is located, conditions apparently are ideal for 
the woolly apple aphid. The insect has been a major pest 
there for many years and, because of quarantine restrictions 
that prohibit the sale or shipment of infested or aphid-
injured ntirsery stoclc, 1ms caused loisses rtmning into thou­
sands of dollars annually. At the r0qia.est of the industry and 
with their active support the studies reported here •uere begtin 
in 19l|.9. At the outset it seemed desirable to re-exaiuine the 
details of the life of the pest in order to shed light on the 
reasons for th© abundance of the pest in the area, and as a 
basis for developing satisfactory control procedure. 
RE?IEW OP LII-EHATUHia 
Croneral 
Tiie woolly apple apiiid EriosoMa larii.G;enjya (HausEiami), 
was first described in l802 from speoiraens taken in Genaany. 
Tlie species has been the subject of nmerous studies since 
that tixae and, due to its oc®iplex life cycle and wide geo­
graphic distribution, has been redesoribed and discussed 
in the litsratur© \mder several different naines, The ex­
tensive synon;;:.mi7 was reviewed by Baker {191$a, 191>b), 
Howell {1892), Lowe and Sirrine (l896), Sohoone and Undorhill 
(193^ )» and Greens lade (1936), gave reviex-j's of the literature 
dealing with various phases of the life history of the pest. 
In Araeriea the species was first recorded as a pest of 
apple in Hew England |Harris, l8l}.2) and in l8l|.9 its presence 
was noted on young apple trees in lew York tPitch, 1856), 
By 1871 the insect x^ as damaging trees in Illinois (Thomas, 
1878), and was known in Iowa as early as I878 (Osborn, I878), 
Since the insect was prevalent enough in California by 1882 
to be Included in research problems (Klae, I886), there is 
little doubt it had reached tliat state at a much earlier date. 
Baker (191.^ ) reported tlmt the insect had been recorded from 
all major apple producing countries of the world. 
l4. 
Life History 
Detailed work on tbB life history of the woolly apple 
aphid lias been carried out in Maine {Patch, 1912), Virginia 
Baker, 1915a) (Schoen© and Underhill, 193>), Arkansas 
(Becker 19l8a, 1918b), and Tennessee (Harcovitch, 193ii) • 
Egg 
Cornstock (1879, p. 259) ga¥e the following acoount of 
the discovery of the egg on appl©; 
In Washington during the past viinter the trunic 
form hag maintained itself xxpon the trunic throiigh-
oiit the whole winter without the intervention of a 
winter egg, and the root forra has done the same. 
The winter, however, has been an unusually mild 
one. 
The winter egg was foiind on several occasions 
during the i^ inter in crevices of the bai'k over 
which a colony had been stationed during the 
stffisaer. It was a rather long ovoid, measuring 
,322 Bjm (.125 inches) in length and was very 
similar to the winter egg of Colopha nlaioola 
(Pitch), as described by Riley In iul'letin ¥0, 1, 
¥ol, If Hayden's Survey. 
This egg was laid, as Professor Thoiaas supposes, 
by a wingless feraale, differing from the ordinary 
agamic form to a certain extent. These females 
wo only know from finding their skins around the 
t^ inter egg, since they often die without deposit-
inn it. The laales we have not seen. 
Although no on© has recorded the presence of the egg on 
the Aiaerican elni it is logically asstiBied to be the primary 
host, due to the presence of the stem mother on that tree 
(Patch, 1912). 
It has been reported that eggs deposited by fertilized 
oviparous females hatch within two raonths at rooiii teaiperature 
(Mokrr.hetski, I898), In Holland, De Pluiter (1931) was 
successful In getting ta© eggs to batch but was unsuccessful 
in ostablisaing the re£3iiltiB.£ stem mothers on elm, 
Stoffi luottiei* 
The stem racther aphid, waioh hatched fpcaa the overwinter­
ing egg, was described as an apter-oiis viviparous female that 
caused the forsaation of and inhabited the eM rosette (Patch, 
1912)• Since no eggs have been reported on ©la, the exact date 
on which the stem mother hatches can only be approximated. 
Tblrd Instar stem mothers wez»e observed as early as March 30, 
(BaJcer, 191.5a), while Schoene and hn(ieT»hill (193^ } t'leorised 
that a few hatched in late Pebrnarj, Generally only one 
stem mother was present on a single bud but as many as three 
wore sorietirr.es noted. 
Of the different foi^ .s of the aphid, the stem mother 
gave birth to the greatest nimber of offspring. One snch 
female deposited 299 young in her lifetiBie under laboratory 
conditions (Baker, 19l5a). 
Second eenoration arihld 
•••••.—•III i.iiai.ii..Virii .•••.I— ir^w.iiiiar IIWIIHB - i ' i r i 
The apterous viviparous female progeny of the stem 
mother are Imown as second generation aphids {Patch, 1912), 
These aphids are born in the elm rosette in early spring 
and when mature, pive birth to the third generation aphids. 
Pprinff migrant 
• iiliBiiUf'TlrliBii Hi.uminiM. 
The third generation of aphids produced in the elm 
rosette develop wings and migrate from tne elra to apple, 
?^n:ien they arrive on the apple plants they deposit living 
6, 
apterous viviparous young, ta© fourth generation aphids 
{Patch, 1912). Sclioene and Ilnderhill (1921, 1935) and 
Reppert (1922) cagsd rosettes on alia and detenained the date 
and interval of tira©' between the appearance of the first 
and last spring migrant. Under cage conditions they found 
that the tisie interval was app-roxiraatelj five weeks, dating 
from the last week in April. The latest date a spring migrant 
was observed in Virginia was June 2^ | however, in Arkansas 
spring rai£3:»ants t^ ere pi'esent as late as July 25 (Becker, 
19l8b}, In Kansas the aphid may remain on the Araerioan elm 
tliroughout the entire suuKier (Call, 1926). 
Sohoene and IJnderhill (1935), from observations of 82 
caged rosettes over a period of four years, obtained an 
average of 672 spring raigrants from each rosette, with ex­
tremes of 1^ 1 and 25>66« It was noted that the nujraber of 
progeny varied in proportion to the sise of the aigrant. 
The larger migrants produced a relatively larger number of 
young than the smaller raigrants. Under cage conditions an 
average of 12.35 young were produced by 380 Individuals, 
with extremes of six and 20. Dissection of 189 migrants 
produced an average of 1,5*3 embryos. The alates usually 
left the rosettes on the second day after attaining their 
wings, when the temperatxire ims warn and the day calia. 
Apterous viviparous female foms on apple 
After migrating to the apple, mountain ash, or Crataegus, 
the spring migrant gave birth to young. ¥hen these young 
7 
matured they gave blrtli to a second generation of apMds, 
some of these remained on the apple trees over winter, %ihile 
a S3Tialler nujaber developed wings late in the year and were 
known as fall migrants (Patch, 1912) (Baker, 191^ a). Baker 
also reported the majority of the overwintering population on 
ar::ple was coraprised of first ins tar nymphs. 
Apparently there is considerable variation in the niJBiber 
of S'uasEier generations produced on apple, Froia observations 
extending from May 20 to September 20, Alwood (1898) recorded 
as many as twelve generations in Virginia, while Becker 
(1918a) recorded frm six to 12 in Arkansas, Prom extended 
observations in England it was foiind that the aphid imlntained 
itself on the apple for 10 years by parthenogenetic repro­
duction without the aid of re infestation by spring migrants 
(Theobald, 1921), Mevski (192^ ) recorded an average of 1$ 
generations in Turkestan, while Monzen (1925) in Japan noted 
eight to 10. 
In lova Scotia, Brittain (191^ ) gave a detailed descrip­
tion of his observations on 23 apterous females on apple 
limbs from June 20 to September 16, The average age of the 
females at birth of their first offspring was 21^ ,$ days; 
the average reproductive period 15«82 daysj and the average 
length of life 38•i|- days. The average age at birth of first 
offspring for l}.0 females on the roots of apple was 18,8 days; 
the average reproductive .period 11.5 days; the average length 
of life f|0.2 days; and the average number of young produced 
A v • 
86,3 (Becker, 1918b). 
Detailed studies were niade of the movements of the 
first instar njnnphs on apple seedlings and on the soil around 
these seedlings by Sehoene and Tjnderhill (193^ ). The niam-
ber of crawlers and their raoYement was influenced bj teiaper-
atiare, intensitj of light, and the force and direction of the 
wind. The Yxjmghs become active at temperattires of from 60° 
to 6^ P^, As the temperature rose toward 8^  ^the majority of 
the nyerphs raoved toimrd the siiaded sides of the trees. The 
young npaphs began to infest the roots of seedlings early in 
the season and continued to do so as long as the teaperature 
was warm and natural openings in the soil persiitted. Oirer 
a 10 year period an average of 30 per cent of the trees showed 
root Infestation in the first growing season and !|.0 per cent 
In the second growing season. There was only a slight in­
crease of root-infested trees at the end of the third growing 
season. Gambrell and Young (19pO) reported that in a three 
acre block of apple seedlings planted in the spring an 
average of 38 per cent of the trees x#ere infested above 
ground by June 2? of the saaie year, and an average of 29 per 
cent were still infested on September 2. Stanle:/ (1951) 
recorded that nurserymen in Tennessee had noticed a greater 
infestation on nursery stock dxiring the second growing season. 
Becker (19l8a) was able to transfer sunmior generation 
nyiaphs from apple to Crataegus and aphids from Grataegcus 
to apple; however, transfers frcsi Crataegus to Grataeims 
a 
• « 
and appls to apple uere more easily made. Cox (1939) report­
ed tliat of 2'j colonies of aptei^ ous females tr-ansferred from 
Crataegus to apple only three wore sixccessfiil| hcvevei*, of 
12 colonies transferred frora apple to Crataegus all 12 were 
successful. Spring migrants from ©Ira wore caged on Crataegus 
and 38 colonies of progenj Here deposited? however, at th© 
end of 22 days only one oolonj reraained, 
SxHimer raigrant 
Sciineider-Orelli and Lauzinger {1926) in ISiirope, first 
reported the observation of a small nuiaber of alate, viirip-
arous. feraale aphids ifhich appeared in stem colonies on apple 
during the sumaer.. fhese alates gave birth to long-beaked, 
apterous viviparous nymphs as iirell as to nymplis which re­
sembled sexiials. This form first reported in the United 
States by Schoen© and Ilnderhill (1935)» and they as well as 
De Pluitor (1930)^  'urere of th© opinion that the suEsner alates 
were not exceedingly Iraportant in th© spread of th© aphid. 
Fall migrant 
Patch (1912) and others, reported that in th© fall wing­
ed Individuals, fm in number oomparsd to the apteroiis 
females present, appeared in the colonies on apple and 
Biigrated to the American elra where they gave birth to sexuals. 
However, atterapts by Patch (1912), Borner (1932), and Heriot 
(1938), to get eggs deposited and rosettes produced on the 
elm by caging the fall migrants on the trees proved unsuccess­
ful, It t-7as deiaonstrated by Reppert (1922) that fall migrants 
10. 
would develop on apple trees tfhicli had been Infested tlx© 
preceeding spring hj fourth generation njiaplis. Marco-yitoa 
(1921^ .) reported that day length was an important factor in 
the production of fall migrants. He thoug;ht tiie short ex­
posure to light in the fall brought about a change in the 
cell sap of the plant which facilitated the production of 
fall migrants. 
The average mmber of progeny deposited bj 2$ fall 
migrants collected from apr.le was 6,k, with extremes of 
three and nine (Sclioene and Underhill, 193^ ) • The ratio 
of females to males was 2,02?1, fhes© averages agreed 
rather closely with those obtained by dissecting 8l migrants 
collected in the greenhouse. In this instance the average 
nuBiber of erabryos was 7,2 and the ratio of female to male 
erabryOS was 1,72:1« 
Sex forms 
The laale and female sexuals, described by Goethe (1883) 
and others, are very sniall wingless aphids withoxit functional 
mouthparts and the larger of the two, the fesiale, lays only 
one egg, Kokrzhetski (I898) reported that at aboiit 12 da7/3 
of age, when the egg was visible within th© body of. the 
female, she mated with the male and deposited the egg two 
days later. 
Moults 
From his observations. Baker {1915a) concluded that 
individuals of all generations of the xTOolly apple aphid 
cast their skins foui* times before reaching maturity, and 
tlmt the average length ,of tiirie between moiilts gene-ral-ly 
varied from five to sa,x da^ fs for the apterous foms under 
mrai, moist conditions. 
Dapia[=!e to apple and eli;i 
The feeding activities of the woolly apple aphid cause 
irregular, raised protnberances on the aerial parts of the 
apple {Harris, l8l|.2. Pitch, l856). The nodular swellings 
on the roots of apple nursery stock caused by the aphid, 
were descr-ibed by Stedman (1896)  and Becker (19l8a). It 
was demonstrated by Schoene and Heppert (1919) that apple 
seedlings exhibiting severe root galls would not develop a 
satisfactory root system when transplanted and allowed to 
grow for four seasons. Trees with only slight damage treated 
in the same Eianner tended to outgrow the daraage and developed 
satisfactory root systeras* 
The daamge to American ela was confined to the rosette 
(Schoene and Underhlll, 1935). The rosette usiially consisted 
of from seven to nine of the terrainal leaves of a fe.ilg. The 
number of rosettes on the Araerican elan i-ia^ s directly in­
fluenced by the nearness of Infested aople stock, Becker 
(1913a) thought there was differential susceptibility aiaong 
elms, and that it ms in soaa way aomiected to slowness of 
bald break in the spring. 
12« 
Effect of temperature and soli tjpe 
Marcovltcli (193^ 1-)# fey controlled expertraents, deiaonstrat-
ed timt maximum reproduotlon and life apan occurred at constant 
temperatia»e of 68®p,, and that temperatwes of from to 
100®P. were very unfavorable for development. Clay soils 
were quit© favorable for root infestation while sandy soils 
were the most unfavorable. 
From controlled experiments in wiiic'ii groups of aphid 
n^ phs were subjected to temperatures of 28.and 5^ P. under 
dry conditions and moist conditions, respectively, Ehronliardt 
(1939) in Geririany reported that in each, case the mortality 
was higher among the greenhouse reared apliids than among 
aphids produced in the field. TJnder dry, cold conditions 
and with mixed grotips of adults and njiaphs the mortality 
for aphids produced in the field was 5.2 and l8,9 per cent 
at the tt->ro temperatures, and 1^ .7 and 73.2 per cent for 
aphids produced in the greenhouse. %fh®n mixed ^ oups were 
sijrayed with water and then subjected to the two temperatures 
there t^ ras a mortality of 26.8 and 90.3 per cent for aphids 
produced in the field, and l|,6 and 96.6 per cent for those 
produced in the greenhouse. 
He noted that in the mild winter of 1937-38 there was 
a noticeable decrease in aphid abundance on apple trees in 
the field, but a more rapid and greater decrease was noted 
during the severe winter of 1938-39. It was reported that 
in Denmark following the sever© winter of 1939-ii.O, when a 
13 
low of -16,6°?, was recorded, the woolly apple aphid i^ as 
til© only insect pest greatly reduced in mnabers (Anonyiaous, 
19I|.0)» 
Plants attacked 
Exclusive of the ai)ple and American elm the follot^ ing 
plants have been reported as being occasionally attacked by 
the woolly apple aphid (Greonslade, 1936)t Crataegus cruS" 
galli, Crataegus punctata, Crataegus oxycantha^  Crataei:^ s 
cuneata, Sorbus amerioana« Sorbus sitohensls, Cotoneaster 
horizontal is, Cotoneaster acutifoliaj Cydonia •vulgaris, 
Pyrus communis, Salix sp,, Syringa vulff.aris« 
Control 
Th© first recoBEaendation noted for the specific control 
of the woolly apple aphid was that of Lindley (I83I, p. ^ 09). 
Take lialf a peck of quick lime, half a pound of 
flour of sulphur, and a quarter of a pound of lamp 
black. Mix the whole together with as much boiling 
water as will form the ingredients into a thick 
paint. This ooHipositlon is recoimiended to be ap­
plied to the stems and liiabs of apple trees which 
are infested with the !^ hite Mealy Insect, having 
previously removed the moss and loose bark by 
scraping thera off with a strong knife, or sora© 
other instrument adapted to the purpose. 
Pitch (1856) recoffiiiended removal of the soil from around 
the roots, saturating the root system with strong soapsuds, 
and then mixing ashes with th© soil removed before replacing 
it around the tree. Osborn (l892) and Charabliss (1893) 2?e-
ported that hot imter poured on exposed roots would help to 
Ik, 
control the root fona, while G-ossard (1908) stated tliat 
tlie root system of joung trees should 13© puddled in mud upon 
arrival frcas the nursery to control any aphids thus trans­
ported. Else (1386) reported that nibbing or brushing with 
kerosene, or washing with a solution of Ij©, whale oil soap, 
or sulpho-carbonate of p-otessluiTi, often controlled the aphid 
on young trees, Satlafactory results were also reported for 
the use of lime a'nplied In soil around the trees. 
From exoerliaents in Missouri, Stediiian (l896) concluded 
that tobacco dust worked 5-.nto the soil around the trees 
controlled the root forra of the arjhid, and that carbon bi-
Eulrhide l.nJeoted into the soil gave good control. Strong 
keroson© emulsion was reeonmended as a dip for the aphid on 
the roots of nursery stock. 
Re;/i;iond (1897) found that apple trees banded with wool 
soaked in castor oil kept the aphids from moving from the 
roots to the tops of the trees. Yothers (1932) reoomended 
timt bands of corrugated paper treated with betanaphthol 
dissolired in red engine oil be used, 
fo destroy the root forsi of the aphid ¥oodworth (1913) 
recoBffiierided t*iat nursery stock be dipped in a solution of i!..0 
per cent nicotine sulphate, oresol soap, or whale oil soap 
in orator, Ilndorhill (1922). reported the prevention of root 
infestation on an experimental plot by the application of 
two top sprays consisting of nicotine stilphate (1-1|,00) plus 
8 pounds of res in fish oil soap in ^ 0 gallons of ^ Tater, 
1$. 
Micotine-casein cmblnation sprajs were found more sucoessful 
than the application of suraraer oils (Jardine, 1928), Wallace 
(1929) reported that a dip composed of 9 ounces of nicotine 
sulphate (If-O per cent) in $0 gallons of ^ mter, plus 1/2 
gallon of boiled lubricating oil emulsion or 1§ pounds of 
soap, gave excellent control of the apiild on nursery stock. 
Tills foraiulation was approved by members of the Central 
Plant Board for treatment of nurserj apple stock Infested 
with aphids but free of apMd galls (Dral-ce, 1935) • 
A paint containing a corabination of nicotine sulphate, 
tanglefoot, resin, fish oil, and copper salts was used to 
paint aphid galls on the aerial parts of apple trees (Childs, 
1930). .Shull and Pisher {19l|,0) reconiaended a top spray 
solution containing nicotine sulphate (kO per cent) 1 pint, 
siaBffiier-tjpe oil eBmlsion 1 gallon, and water 99 gallons • 
Yothers and Griffin (19i|.0) in Washington, demonstrated 
that under laboratory conditions anabasin© and nicotine 
sulplmte at concentrations of 1-1000 and 1-1|.800 were aboiit 
oqml in their power to kill th© woolly apple, aphid». Both 
gave practically 100 per cent kill at th© higher strength, 
and about 97 per cent kill at the weaker strength. 
In India it was noted that a top spray containing 1 
ounce of nicotine sulphate (kO per cent), 6 ounces of soft 
soap, and 6 gallons of trnter, gave esccellent control of th© 
stem fom of the aphid (Singh, 19i{.2)«. 
16. 
Tlie insecticidal uses of niootlne was simriiarized by 
Melndoo (19i|.3). Harpis (19l!.9) used 1 pint nicotine sulphate 
(1,1.0 per cent), and 1 gallon white oil in 100 gallons of 
spraj and reported appifoximateljr 2 per cent survival counts 
on stems collected at random, Steiner, Arnold and Fah@j 
(19l.f,.3)j from esciceriments on 'bearing apple orchards, reported 
that nicotine "bentonite spraxrs repeatedly gave good control 
of the aphid, lewcomer. Dean, and Carlson (19l|.6) stated that 
a spray consisting of 2 pounds nicotine bentonlte {llj. per 
cent nicotine), 1 to 2 quarts mineral oil, l|. ounces oleic 
acid, and 2 otinces alumlniira sulphate in 100 gallons of 
water gave good control when three cover sprays were used. 
These observers also reported 2 pounds xanthone, 1 quart 
stove oil, and 8 ounces colloidal spreader in 100 gallons of 
water as very effective when used as cover sprays following 
two nicotine bentonlte sprays. It apparently prevented the 
development of aphids on treated trees since no exaiaple was 
noted where it actually killed the insect, 
Gambrell and Young (19!>0}, from their experiEients on 
nursery stock with a spray containing 1 quart nicotine sulphate 
(l|.0 per cent), 12 oimces spray lime, 1,75 pints Crag Fruit 
Fangicide 31J-1-C, and enough tmter to make 100 gallons of 
spray, reported tliat when six top applications t#ere made at 
two-week intervals between May 27 and August 1+, the treated 
trees exhibited an infestation of 22,7 per cent, as compared 
with 63.5 pel* cent for the untreated control. 
17. 
POP the control of the woolly apple apMd on elxa 
Parks (1936) reported that 1 pirit nicotine sulphate (1|.0 per 
cent), 3 pounds soap or 2 quarts siiamer spray oil, and $0 
gallons of water gave good control, while Shull (19!4l|.) 
Boyd (19if-5) reccffiEfiended the saiae chemical ingredients diluted 
in 100 gallons of water, 
Gillette and Ta-jlor (1908) reported that for treateaent 
of nursery stock good results were obtained by force spray-^  
ing tfitii kerosene ernulaion; dipping for six seconds in water 
lieated to l[i,0®p,* and by ftauii^ ting the plants tfitli Iiydro-
c;/aiiiG acid gas, Workers in Hew Zealand found that the 
aphid ms controlled on the roots of two year old apple 
stock by submerging the trees in red oil (1:10) for a tlxree 
rainiite period (Esar., 1919 and Rice, 1920), 
In experiments on soil treatEieat with, kerosene eaiulsion 
it was noted tliat applications of tlis mterial killed only 
the aphids in the tipper four Indies of soil (Leach, 1916, 
1920). 
Excellent control of tlie aphids on the roots of miz'sery 
trees by dipping the plants in a tar-distittale eitmlsion 
containing nine j^ er cent oil was demonstrated by Kearns and 
Umpleby (1938) • 51ie most satisfactory results were obtained 
by thoroughly mshing the roots of the plants prior to 
dipping, 
McKay (193l!-) in Ireland deraons trated that eiren small 
amounts of paraffin oil applied with a brush injtired and often 
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killed til© shoots of a number of -rarietiea of apiJle trees. 
Trees heavily attacked by the aptiid were especially sen-
si tive to this treateaent. He thought the aphid feeding 
punctures, by facilitating a quick and deep penetration of 
the oil into the trees, accounted for this sensitivity.. 
Other experiments doaionstrated that the araount of car­
bon disulfide necessary to control tlie root fom of the 
aphid also killed the roots of apple trees, and that sodima 
cyanide in solution killed only the aplilds near the soil 
S'arface (Leach, 1918, 1920), Schoene (1922) in Virginia 
concluded that I/I4. to l/2 ounce of potassitxra cyanide in 
the soil around each tree usually gave good control but 
often injured the trees. Baver (19Ij.1) used 1 quart of a 
0,1 per cent alkaline solvition of sodima cyanide around the 
base of each tree, and noted all the aphids were killed on 
the roots of approximately 90 per cent of the trees and 
raarkedly reduced on the reiaalning trees. Sraith (19l{-i) 
Cl9ii2) reported approzimately 95 P©3^  cent control with 0,2 
to 1 gtB-m of sodlaiQ cyanide in 1 quart of x-iater applied to 
each tree. 1-Sien more than 1 grara of cyanide was used, or 
when 1 grBSi v^ ras used in less than 1 quart of water, the 
trees t'j-ere injured by the cheraical. E'zpe^ lroents with carbon 
disulphide (1~800) used at the rate of 2 pints to each tree 
ga-?e 90 per cent control without phytotoxicity, IJnderhill 
and Cos {19l|.0), from their tests with carbon disulfide emul^  
slon and dichlorethyl ether soliitlons, r-ecorded satisfactory 
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confc2»ol when 1 gallon of either amterial was applied to one 
square foot of soil, C&Tbon disulfide was used at a dilution 
of I:l600 and dishlorethyl otlie? at 1:800, l-Jtien carbon di­
sulfide was applied at 2 or 3 gallons per square foot the 
roots of apple tress were often daraagsd and in sorae cases 
the tress were killed# 
Prom experiiiients for control of the root form it was 
recoajmended that a dosage of l-lf- ounces of paradichloro-
benaene crystals be applied to each tree (Essig, 1926), One 
to three applications of this material, depending on the 
se'^ 'erity of the infestation, were necessary. Packler (192?} 
reported this material highly toxic to the plants when I/I4. 
to 1/2 ounce xma applied to each foar inches of row beside 
the trees, 
lliimerous investigators (Overley, 19.!^ li.| Hewcoaier, Dean, 
and Carlson, 19i.|.6; Peterson, 19i|.6| ¥ason, 19l|.6| Caldwell, 
19l|.7| and ifason and Iiloyd, 19Il8) h&re noted an increase in 
the number of woolly apple aphids on apple trees treated 
with DDT, newcomer. Dean and. Carlson, Wa® n, and Mason and 
Lloyd thought this buildup was due to the toxic effect of 
DDT on the parasites and predators of the aphid, Steiner, 
S"aimaerland and Pahey C3.9i|.5) reported almost complete control 
of the aphid with DDT sprays, while Caldwell {I9I4.7) and 
Koiip C19I4.7) noted no increase of the aphid following similar 
treatments. Good control of aerial fom aphids was obtain­
ed when oomblnations of DDT with sulphur and parathion were 
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used in orcbard spray programs"(Newton and List, 1952}» 
Bomeaaison CI9I4.6) found from laboratory experiments 
that a two per cent ssiulsion of benzene liexaobloride, Mgli 
in gaisma isojjier content, caiised 92 per cent mortality of the 
woolly apple aphid, and that a two per cent suspension of 
teclmical benseno heycachloride caused S5 pei" cent jsortalitj, 
Ko3?®axi {19I|.7) in Camda denioiistrated that the addition of 
1/2 gallon of oil to 100 gallons of spi'ay containing lA 
pound ganaaa isoser of benzene hsxachloride greatly increased 
the toxicity of tlie spray to aphid species, including 
Briosoisa lanigerum (Hausm.). Gaiabrell and Yonng (1950) in 
Hew Tork found that six applications of spray containing 
benzene hexachloride (12 per cent gairma), 2 pounds | Orthex, 
1 pint J Crag Fruit Pimgicide 3ij.l-C, 1,7^  pints | and spray 
lime, 12 ounces, in 100 gallons of spray, ga^ e^ complete 
control of the aerial foroi of the aphid when applied at two-
week intervals between .May 2l|, and August Li., Plots from which 
spray liiue was omitted and on which Perbaia vtas substituted 
for Crag !?ruit Fungicide 3l,il-C e^ ibited a slight infest­
ation of aphids. The spray Has applied with a hand gun 
delivering 3 gallons per lainute with a nozzle pressLire of 
300 pounds per square inch. 
?ery interesting results were reported by Gould and 
Haiiistead {19^ 1) from experlxaents to detenrilne the toxic 
effect of cifflBQulative spray recidties in the soil. Ten 
chemicals, including benzene hexachloride, chlordane (i|.0 per 
cent), DDT (^ 0 per oent), and parathlon (15 pe^  cent) were 
used at noroaal, 10 times noi^ -aal, and 30 tiiries normal con­
centrations, The normal jearly dosage of each of the above 
oliemioals per acre ms 80, 100, 80, and 20 pounda i»espect~ 
Ively, applied In 1000 gallons of spray. Five randcmized 
plots 10 by 20 feet containing one apple and one peach tree 
each, were used for each treatr.ient, fliey reported a complete 
ellicairiation of a ry© cover crop in plots treated with 10 
and 30 tines norEml bensene liexachloride, and 30 tiiaes 
noriaal chlordane. The cover crop in plots X'/hich received 
a normal dosage of benzene hexachloride, noriaal and 10 
tia'ass non'ial chlordane, and all conoentration of P.DT and 
parathion, eshihited insignificant phytotoxic reactions. 
The apple trees in plots receiving bensene hezachloride, 
and 10 and 30 tiiEes noraal chlordan© demonstrated a signif­
icant increase in vigour over the untreated trees. An 
examination of the root system after two growing seasons 
revealed that all applications of benaene hexachloride, 
and chlordane and parathion at 30 times nomal applications, 
gave 100 per cent control of the woollj apple aphid. Only 
one tree tras infested in the plots receiving 10 tixies aomal 
applications of chlordane. Following the removal of the 
apple trees untreated apple trees were transplanted into the 
plots. In plots previously treated with 10 and 30 times 
tlie nornal application of benzene hexachlox'ide all trees died, 
Stanley (1951) in Tennessee, recorded 100 per cent 
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control of the aphid on roots of one-year apple stock with 
applications of benaene hexachloride, 6 poimds gaanaa isomerj 
lindane, 2,2^  pound gaaaaa isomer; and chlordane, 1$ pounds 
per acre, fhe application of 3 pounds gararaa isomer of 
bensene bexaohloride, 7,5 and 12 pounds of chlordane, or 
2.25 pounds of aldrin per acre resulted in 91 to 96 per 
cent control. Applications of benzene hexachloride at rates 
of 2, Ij., and 8 pounds of |^ ®ja isomer per acrej and chlordane 
at rates of 6 and 8 poimds in the fona of wettable powder, 
were placed in nursery rows just prior to setting calloused 
apple grafts. This experiment was duplicated in two local­
ities, and the average percentages of trees free frmi aphids 
were 93.5* 98,0, 98.5, 9I|..^ , and 96.3 respectively, at tl^ e 
end of the second growing season, lo visible spray injury 
was noted on trees ao treated* 
May and Pisher-Webster (19l|-8) and Was on and Lloyd (19ii-8) 
reported only lisiited success in controlling the aerial forsi 
aphids xirith application of hexaethyl tetraphosphate (1-1600). 
Harris (19i4.9) secured rather poor control when he used 1 pint 
in 50» 100, and l50 gallons of spray and made two top appli­
cations of 2 gallons per tree. Sprays containing, parathion 
at concentrations of ,005 per cent and ,0l5 per cent, at the 
rate of 2 gallons of spray per tree, resulted in survival 
counts of l8 per cent and l|. per cent, respectively, for each 
concentration based on randomized stem counts. Colonies in 
which the aphid population was reduced as much as 90 per cent 
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were considered to be controlled. 
Cultural control 
TJnderhill (1925) in Virginia, found that seedling apples 
%jere more severely attacked the first year 'after planting 
than were crafted trees. In an experiment to deteraiine mat 
effect late planting of apple seedlings z-jov.ld haire on aphid 
infestation, trees were planted on Maj May 19, and June 
instead of the .repular plantinrr date of Kay 3, k, and 
Wcien observed in the fall the porcenta.p^ es of infestation 
for seedlings planted May Maj 19, and Jnne Here .^ jlji, 
25, and respectively. All plants were large enough to 
receive by.ds at budding time. 
Resistant varieties and stocks 
The faot that certain varieties of apple were highly 
resistant to attack by the woolly apple aphid x-mn Imoxm 
many years ago, Prog^ att (1903) referred to the varieties 
Majetin and northern Spy as iimToine to sneh attack, T. Tjang 
and Co. used the Kajetln variety as a resistant stock between 
1868 and 1870 (Froggatt, 1912)', The paradise typos of 
western Europe, coraraercial seedlings, ¥ilder*s crab stocks 
of vep;etative origin. Northern Spy, and Winter Hajetln were 
tested to deter}'iS.ne their resistance to aphid attack b;r 
Staniland (1923). These plants were set otj.t and infestation 
was induced b^ f placing aphids in a small pit in the soil at 
the base of each plant. 'The resistance of each variety and 
•fcype ratod by nGasixrin..-^  the diameter of the palls on the 
roots, ixie consideration was given to tlie time necessary 
to xor33i the galls. He concluded tlmt under the conditions 
in England, Hortlisrn Spj and Hinter Majetin were isiraiine and 
that varying de.gr©es of snsceptibilitj occurred in the other 
varieties tested. He found an equal susceptibility to aphid 
attacks on vigorous and dxfarfed trees and on fibrous and 
coarse roots, Altliougli the maiibers of plants involved were 
small, Le Pslley (1927) and Pluke {1930) concliided tlmt no 
measureable transmission of resistance occurred between the 
stock and scion, fjdeman (1931+) reported tlmt four numbered 
seedlings from a northern Spy X Mailing II cross were Ijmimne 
to aphid attack. Hatton (1937) suiaiaarized 1.^  years work 
with Northern Spy as a stock and reported tliat varieties 
worked on it were. In general, less vigorous than those on 
standard stock, Sogers (1937) noted that the root system of 
Northern Spy tended to be sparse, one-sided, and shallovj. 
The results of several years of Investigation on the dogre© 
of resistance of 103 cultivated varieties and 79 wild and 
hybrid varieties of apples were presented by Jancke (1937)• 
H© listed them in categories ranging fraii great suscepti­
bility to complete iirauunity and thought the variability in 
resistance was due to environraent and to the unexplained in­
fluence of the scion on the stock, 
ITnderhill and C'ox (1938) discussed and demonstrated a 
procedure by which grafted scions of apple were forced to 
establish their own root systera, Variety scions were grafted 
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to seedling stocks after wMch a copper wire was tied se-
ciarel-j around the scion just abo¥e the graft union,. As the 
plant enlarged the stock ms slowly cut off by the wire and 
the scion was thus forced to establish its own root systeia. 
After the scions developed their root systeios the roots 
were repeatedly infested with aphids by placing an infested 
twig on an exposed root. A grooved, rectan^ lar piece of 
wood was then placed over the root and infested twig, and 
covered with soil, iSxaminations were made approxiiaately 
four weeks after each infestation and a ratir|?, of trace, 
light, medium, or heavy was given, depending on the extent 
of daiuage effected by the aphid. Twenty apple varieties were 
tested over a ijeriod of tliree years, but only Northern Spy 
and Early Harvest proved highly resistant to aphid attack. 
Braj-astedt (1938) described and illustrated the clianges 
which took place in the tissues of apple seedling classed 
as iirira-an©, resistant, and susceptible to aphid attacks. He 
reported that these changes were definite indicators as to 
which class a variety of apple belonged in. 
Pillrriore (19$1) in lew Zealand reported that two aphid 
resistant apple varieties. Ivory's Double Vigor and Northern 
Spy, were being used as stock plants t^ ith satisfactory results. 
Parasites and predators 
Only one important parasite of the woolly apple aphid 
has been reported. The tiny Chalcid wasp parasite, Aphellnus 
liiall (i-lalderiiann), a native of the Eastern United States and 
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Canada, had been sent to nearly all apple growing countries 
of th© world by 1928 (Howard, 1929) (Greenslade, 1936). In 
19lii|. the parasite was released in the nurseries at Shenandoah, 
Iom (Drake, 19i|i|.) * 
A detailed aocount of the life history and habits of 
this insect, from obserTOtions at Cornell University, was 
gi^ en by Limdle Cl92l|,), 
Howard (1929) found tliat although aerial form aphids 
were parasitized, th© parasite did not reach the aphids on 
the roots of apple trees, Jarvls (1926) reported that at 
the end of six years following the introduction of the para­
site into New Zealand, excellent control had been affected 
on the aerial fom of the aphid. Ilewcomer {19l|.l) noted that 
the auocessful establisteient of the parasite in the orchards 
of the Pacific lorthwest had made it unnecessary to use 
sprays to control the aphid in some orchards, Childs and 
Gillespie (1932) reported that the parasite spread rapidly 
In aphid-infested orchards and was practically iraraune to 
orchard sprays, loble (1935)» from experiments in Australia, 
concluded that the mature larva and pupa of the parasite were 
not killed by applications of miscible oil (I-I4.O), nicotine 
sulphate (1-200), or lirae sulphur (1-35)» However Jancke 
(1935) found that tar-distillate sprays destroyed so many of 
the parasites tliat if such sprays were repeatedly used new 
colonies would need to be established each year. Dumbleton 
and Jeffrey (1938)j from experiments in idiich twigs contain­
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ing parasitized aphids were dipped in 2 to 10 per cent oil 
eBiulslon sprays, reported tlmt the mortality of tlie parasite 
ranged from p8,8 to 22,8 per cent, compared to 10 per cent 
for the control, Balman and Eian Cl9l|-1) in India, noted 
that sprays containing diesel oil often eliminated th.e para­
site frora orelmrds, Hewcomer, Dean, and Carlson (19l|.6) 
theorised that tlie buildup of woolly apple aphids on trees 
receiving DDT sprajs was probably due to the toxic action 
of the chemical on the parasite. Was on (19l|.6) noted that 
aphids on trees receiiring DDT sprays were only occasionally 
parasitized hy Apheliims mall (Hald,). 
The following predators have been recorded in lorth 
Araerica as feeding on various stages of the woolly apple 
aphid; 
Thonias {I878). 
Pipjga radioyB. ¥ & K. (Diptora) 
S'cymus ceryiGalis Muls, (Goleoptera) 
Hiley and Monell (l879). 
Hlppodamia converigans Guer. (Coleoptera) 
Co'oolnolla iiQv'eyotat'a Herbst, (Coleoptera) 
(jyoloneda' aan^ Tnea ''lT (Coleoptera) 
I^ o'dahrui^ aio'Sslug "lay (Coleoptera) 
dyllo'corls''''''3'dute'llat'ii3 Uhl, (Hemiptera) 
a^p'su's'' linearis' ''''BeauVT (Heiaiptera) 
e^ms"i"a''''pmniyora Itelsh, (Lepldoptera) 
(Mrysopg s'p.(Weuroptera) 
G-illette and Taylor (1908), 
Gatabomba pyraa tri L, (Mptera) 
gupeodeF^ yoluo'r'is' 0, S, (biptera) 
ll'p'po'Smia si'mafa Mtils. (Coleoptera) 
doccirielia Biont"'i'e"ola Mula, (Coleoptera) 
j^ dcc'irielia' trarisrersalis F« (Coleoptera) 
cJoccIne'lla transfers'dji'p.^ tata Fold, (Coleoptera) 
damptobrodhus'' ''ne'tm''i'osus'' 'tlhl(Hemlptera) 
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Patch (1912). 
Gamptobroohus nitens R®ut» {fiemiptera) 
Davidson (1916). 
Pipiz:a modesta Loew* (Diptera) 
Clausen (1916), 
Cjcloneda immda Say, (Coleoptera) 
Curran (1920). 
Sypphua rlbesil L. (Dlptera) 
Knight (1921), 
Deraeocoria nltenatus ICnight. (Hemiptei-a) 
Michelbaolier and Bordan (191^ ) • 
Chilocorus blmilneinis Muls, (Coleoptera) 




Most of the apple and elia plants used in these studies 
tor secnring observational and experimental data were 
furnished tbroiigb. the coiirtesy of the mrsery establish-
sients at Shenandoah, Iowa. A few seedlliig plants of tli© 
apple variety Goliaabian Crab, were furnished by the De-
partiaent of Horticulture, Iowa State College, Aiaes, Io%m, 
Cheaioal 
The chemicals used ar© listed in Table 1, and were 
eaulsions or ©laulsifiable concentrates. In general these 
chemicals are prodxioed by irarious chemical coi^ panies for 
sale on a coniaercial basis, Isodrin and endrin vxere pro­
duced and furnished bj Julius Sjman and Co., Denver 1, 
Colorado, under their experimental nmabors ?11 and 269, 
respectively. Sample mmber 2l|i|.9 of Tri~6 ¥13-10, was pro­
vided by Thompson-Hayrjard Cheraical Co., Kansas City 8, 
Kissouri. 
Equipment 
Ifmaber 20 cork stoppers and pjrex test tubes 3 inches 
long with an Inside diaaieter of 1 inch were used as observ­
ation charabers for sex forms and eggs* Sleeve cages for 
the observation of aphids on apple and elm trees were roade 
of Lmlte plastic screen and heavy, unbleached muslin. 
ft 
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Table 1, Chemicals used In experisients for control of 
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Dow Chemical Co, 
Barco 
Chemicals, Inc. 
Cook Chemical Co, 
Tobacco By-Products 
and Chemical Corp, 
Julius Hyiaan & Co. 
Julius H^ iaan & Co. 
Dow Chemical Co, 
"Buckeye" seainless tin boxes, 2 ounce capacitj?-, mam-
factured bj The Buckeye Stmuping Coiapany, Columbus 7» Ohio, 
were used as imderground observation cages. 
Two types of sprayers wei'e used for the application of 
the chemicals, Hudson Simplex Compression Mnd sprayers, 
3 gallon capacity, were used in the majority of the experi­
ments. For field spraying and for one experimental plot, 
a high clearance four-row boom orclmrd sprayer with a tanlc 
capacity of 200 gallons, was used.. This sprayer developed 
a nozzle presstire of approximately 3^ 0 pound.s per square 
inch. 
For the experiments with soil fumigants chemical in­




Forms of the apMd on elm 
Sex forms and egg. Two types of cages were used to 
obtain sex forms and eggs for study in the laboratory. In 
some cases observation cells l/2 inoh square and 3/8 inch 
deep were excavated in the tops of number 20 cork stoppers. 
Fall migrants were placed in the cells and the cells were 
closed by placing glass cover slips over the openings. After 
sex foms were deposited the migrants were removed and the 
cover slips replaced over the cells. In other instances 
glass test tubes, each containing a piece of elm bark, were 
used. Migrants were placed in the tubes and removed after 
producing sex forms. The openings of the tubes 'rfere closed 
with moist cotton plugs. 
Stem mother. Periodic checks were made of American elm 
trees In the vicinity of apple nursery stock for the first 
appearance of the stem mother form of the woolly apple aphid, 
fhe number of aphlds present and the type of bud infested 
were also noted. 
Elm twigs, approximately i|. inches in length and each in­
fested with one stem mother, were collected and placed in 
shell vials of water in the laboratory (Pigore 1), Observ­
ations were made to detemine date of first progeny, number 
of progeny produced, and the reproductive period. When a 
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Figure 1, Stea mother* on Iraerican elia bud. 
'-st , jit* 
wi.i.0 ClXG GO CvCi fi-iXivX erabryos within 
lior wore counted. The grand total offspring oount fop each 
steri laotlier included the nyiaphs deposited and the exfil>ryos 
obtained by dissootion. 
To establish certain facts concerning tlie stem mothers 
and their progeny under natural oonditioiis, infested twigs 
on American elm trees were itiarked with wooden tags and the 
aphids observed periodically. The tags wei'© secured at a 
sufficient distance from the infested buds to prevent inter-
fererxC© with the aphids. 
Second p-enoration aphids. Second generation aphids were 
observed in the laboratory to deteKiine their age and the 
jnmber of moults prior to giving birth to their first progeny. 
The method of handling these was the amae as tliat described 
for the stem mother* 
Spring laigrants. In 1950 and 1952 terminal buds of elia, 
each infested with one stera mother, were enclosed in sleeve 
cages (Figure 2) in order to obtain data on the number of 
spring raigrants produced in rosettes, flio sloeve cages wore 
prepared by forming a cylinder of Lmalte plastic screen, 12 
inches in length and 8 inches in diameter. To each end of 
this a cylinder of unbleached muslin was attached, A 
portion of a limb on which an infested bud was noted was 
Inserted within the cage and both ends of the cage wore se­
cured around the limb by tying the muslin with twine (Figure 
3), Periodic observations of tlie cages were made and tlie 
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Figure 2, Caged rosette on Imerioan elm in nursery planting 
Shenandoah, Iowa, May 2l|., 1950# 
36. 
Figure 3, Caged rosettes on Aiaeplean elm, 
Shenandoab., Iowa, 1952. 
spr5-ng migrants counted. 
Spring migrants, oolleoted from a number of ©Im rosettes 
were? dissected and the embryos within them counted to deter-
lalne the nmaber of nymphs that might be deposited during 
their life spans. In order to ascertain whether spring 
migrants would deposit joung on apple seedling.5 10 migrants 
were caged for three days on each of 21 such plants in 1950. 
These seedlings, of the Columbian Crab variety, Iiad been 
planted in the spring and the roots were carefully examined 
to a depth of 6 inches to make certain they were not infest­
ed with aphids prior to caging the migrants. At the end of 
three days the trees were examined for the presence of 
young nymphs. On Septeraber 8, 19^ 0, the roots of these 
plants were exposed and again examined for aphid infestations 
Spring migrants were placed on potted apple grafts in 
the laboratory to deterraine the rate at which nymphs were 
deposited and to observe th© actions of the npnphs. 
Forms of the aphid on apple 
Apterous forms. Field observations on the apterous 
stem and root forms of the aphid were made over a period of 
three years. 
An effort was made to determine the number of gener­
ations of aphids produced on the roots of apple trees in 
the nursery row, fhe soil was removed from around the bases 
of infested nursery trees and one infested root was selected 
for observation on each tree. The aphids, exclusive of a 
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colony of two adult fesales, vmre reraoved from a 6 inch 
section of each x'oot. 4 "Buckeye" seamless tin box, 2 o-anc© 
capacity, previously prepared as a cage by filing opposing 
notches into the sides, was placed on each root. One root 
segment on which the ti^ o adult feiuale aphids were located 
was fitted into the two notches in such a manner that it 
passed through the tin and the aphids were located near the 
center of the container. To prevent the escape of the aphids, 
cotton waa packed around the root where it contacted the two 
notched points in the side of the tin. fhe lid was replaced 
on the tin and the soil returned to the tree» The tin cages 
were periodically checked and the adult female aphids re­
moved after they had deposited j^ oung for one day. The 
nmaber of young was reduced to not more than 10 and the 
lids replaced on the cages, fhroughout the simmer and fall 
the cages were opened at regailar Intervals for observation, 
lotes were mad© on the number of moults of each generation, 
the interval of time from birth to reproduction, and the 
number of complete generations produced on each tree over 
the period observed. 
Experiments were performed in 19^ 0 and 193'2 to ascertain 
whether seedling apple stocks might be infested by tlw) in­
sertion of aphid-infested buds by the shield budding process. 
Young seedling trees were transplanted in a nursery row in 
April. These trees were exarained for aphids by exposing the 
root systems to a depth of approximately 6 inches prior to 
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budding. Buds ascertained to b© infested with aphids were 
collected from an apple scion orchard and budded to the 
seedling trees. Control seedlings were left aiaong the 
budded seedlings to detemiine the possibility of infestation 
from other sources. In 19^ 0 the budding operation was per­
formed on June 18, and in 19!>2 on August 6. 
To deteraiine the nmaber of buds on aphid-free budsticks 
which might become infested during normal collecting and 
handling operations, one budstick Infested with a iriediua 
sized aphid colony, approximately aphids, tfas collected 
and tied with a bundle of non-Infested budsticks. The 
collection %ms trapped in moist cloth and stored over night 
in a cool place. During the following day the budstick 
originally infested hms reiaoired and discarded. The reiiialn-
ing budsticks were examined to determine the nuiaber of in­
fested buds. 
Fall migrants. Field observations were made to deter­
mine the date of appearance of the first fall migrants by 
examining crown and stem colonies on apple nursery stock. 
Root-infested, field-grown nursery stock was potted in 10 
inch pots and brought Into the greenhouse during the fall 
for laboratory observations. 
To determine the number of embryos present and the sex 
ratio, fall migrants collected both in the greenhouse and 
in the field were dissected and counts laade. 
l|.0. 
Predators and parasites. Observations over the three 
year period were made of the predators and parasites which 
attacked various forras of the woolly apple aphid in the 
mrseries at Shenandoah, lo^ fa. 
1^ 1. 
Besults 
Forma of the apMd on elm 
Sex forma and egg> Extensive observations were mad© 
on American elia in the field, in an attempt to locate the 
raale and female semals xmder natural conditions. All 
attempts wer© unsuccessful. Many sexuals were observed 
under laboratory conditions in the two types of observation 
cages described on page 32# The mortality of the sex forms 
observed under such conditions was extremely high. Of II4.8 
offspring observed in eork cells, 73 were females and 75 
were raales* Both forms laoulted four times before reaching 
maturity and, in the five instances observed, mating took 
place on the day following the fourth moult. Only 31 eggs 
were deposited by th© females under observation. The av­
erage ag© for the 31 females at oviposition was 12,l|. days, 
with extreraes of 11 and 21 days, 
The feraale nymphs were very sluggish. They usually 
searched out a flaw in the cork cell and concealed them­
selves there for the duration of their life, The males 
were very active and were observed moving about in cells 
in an apparently aimless manner. 
Stem mother. Is no eggs were observed on the American 
elji, the exact date of hatch was not determined. The earl­
iest dates of observation of stem mothers on elm buds for 
the years 19^ 0, 19^ 1, and 19^ 2, were April 10, April 20, and 
April 7» respectively. 
Many rosettes were obserired on American elias during 
the seasons 19^ 0 and 1952, In each instance numerous fall 
migrants had been observed in aphid colonies on apple the 
preceding fall. During the spring of 1951» only fiire ela 
rosettes xrere observed. The small maaber of rosettes ob­
served v;as apparently correlated with the fact tMt during 
the fall of 19^ 0 no fall siigrants had been observed in 
aphid colonies on apple* 
On April 7? 19^ 2, three stera mothers Mere observed 
moving on a joung elm tree.. One stem mother was located 
oil a twig and was observed as she moved to the base of a 
developing bud and began to feed. The other two young stem 
mothers were first observed on a large limb near its junc­
tion I'jith the tree trnnk. Tliey laoved out on the liiab and 
finally stopped at the base of a bud where they started to 
feed. The rate of iaove®ent for the first was 1 inch in 3 
lairaites, and for the other 1 inch in 3.25 minutes. 
In general the terminal bud of twigs near the trunk of 
the tree were infested, however, on April 17, 1950, when 
202 stem mothers were observed on a heavily infested ela 
tree, llii were located on lateral buds and only 88 x^ ere on 
tSKainal biids. Of th© 55 terminal buds infested, 17 had on© 
stem mother present, 19 Imd two, five Imd ti'iree, two had 
fotu' and two had five present. Of the JG lateral buds infest­
ed, ItS had one stera mother present, 19 had two, eight had 
three, and one had four. Although leaf buds distal to flower 
14-3. 
buds were infested, no infested flower buds were observed. 
Stem mothers found feeding at tb.® base of buds were 
transferred to uninfested buds, however, of the manj trans­
fers made not a single aphid ©atablislied itself at tlae new 
location* 
The numbers of progeny for a group of stem mothers ob-
aerired under laboratory conditions are presented in Table 2, 
In 19^ 0, $8 ttfigs, eacli infested with one stem mother, were 
tagged. Of this number onlj produced second generation 
nymphs in the rosettes* Third generation nyiaphs were pro­
duced in f+l of the rosettes, hoiiever spring migrants de-
•yeloped in only Hi. of these. 
Table 2, Produotion of young bj stem mothers under 
laboratory conditions. 
Length of 10 » Additional 
Aphid reproductive progeny progeny by Total 
Mo, period (days) deposited dissection „, progeny, , 
1 $ 37 6$ 102 
2 5 31 10k 135 
3 7 80 hi 126 
k k 16 9$ 111 $ 108 1$2 
6 9 % 202 
7 38 108 li}.6 
8 3 25 89 1% 
9 10 Ui9 53 202 
10 6 61 73 13l|. 
11 I l|.8 $$ 103 12 8 7$ k7 122 
13 I 76 $9 13$ 8 92 m 
1$ 8 101 k6 m 
16 8 63 38 101 
Mean for total progeny a 13$.9l|. ±7.6? 
Ifll. 
Seoono. generation aphids. In 19^ 0 tli© earliest second 
generation, aphids were observed in rosettes on May 6, and 
in 19>2 on U3.j 1» Prom observations on 29 second generation 
nyraphs in t'l© laboratory it was found tliat each aoiiltecl three 
days cirtsr bii'th and that the s\Absaq.ueat t'oree laoults occur-
rod at intervals of two, oris, and one days respectively. In 
the case of eigrit of the second generation aphido, young were 
proAiced on the eJ,£"ith da^', uhile sis uere nine days old 
and 15 i-rere 11 days old when they deposited ycuny. 
Spring migrant, Tho results of observations on tho 
ircicmQT of spring migrants developed in caged sin rosettes 
for I9.5O and 19^ 2 are presented in Tables 3 and 11. 
Sabryo counts obtained by dissecting jO spring migrants 
in 1950 gave an average of >.87 ± 1.39 embryos for oach 
migrant, Xvith extreiaos of 3 and 11, 
It was found that of the 21 apple seedlings on which 
spring Kiigrants were cagod June 19, 19^0, I6 nere infested 
with fourth generation aphids on June 22, However, on 
Septerabsr 0, 1950, only four of these troes had a,;-hids 
present on tho root systexB and none had aerial infestations. 
Three spring migrants T^iero collected froiii o.n elii rosette 
and placed in a petri dish on .Tun© l|., 19^j2, The folio-jing 
day these migrants were placed on leaves of a pcttod apple 
graft in the laboratory, Ono nlgrant deposited nlns ycamg 
witliin 2 minntos and t':ien loft tlie plant. Within p nlniites 
ono bad p;iven birth t..) fiV-;; and the othor to tl':rce 
kS, 
Table 3. Production of spring rjilgrants in elra rosettes 
under caged conditions in 1950. 
tjate earliest" liate" "latest f'ime interval (^ o^ al' 
Cage alate alate between first alates 
lo. obser"^ ed observed and last alate produced 
1 6-8-50 7-1-50 "2"^ 7^ 5 • 
2 6-6-50 6-23-50 18 1311 
3 6-6-50 6-15-50 10 289 
h 5,30-50 6-15-50 17 328 
5 5-30-50 6-23-50 25 9kk 
6 6-6-50 6-15-50 10 237 
I 6-6-50 6-15-50 10 215 8 5-30-50 6-27-50 29 51.4.5 
9 5-30-50 6-15-50 17 907 
10 5-30-50 6-27-50 29 782 
11 5-30-50 6-15-50 17 699 
12 5-30-5Q 6-27-50 29 656 
13 5-30-^ 0 6-19-50 21 li-5i 
% 6-6-50 6-23-50 18 iio2 15 6-1-50 6-27-50 27 7726 
Mean for total alates produced ss 108l,13 ± 272.90 
fable Production of spring migrants in elm rosettes 









1!iBie interval Total 
between first alates 
and last alate produced 
1 5-26-52 6-10-52 15 238 
2 5-27-52 6-10-52 111. 572 
3 5-27-52 6-13-52 17 638 
ij. 5—26—52 6-12-52 17 79k 
5 5-27-52 6-13-52 17 580 
6 5-27-52 6-13-52 17 1186 
7 5-27-52 6-18.52 22 352 
8 5-27-52 6-17-52 21 532 
9 5-27-52 6-17-52 21 ii-15 
Mean for total alates produced - 589.67 ± 92.35 
nymphs. At tho end of 2$ ralnutes one alate had given "birth 
to nine nymphs and the other to only five. These nymplis de­
posited offsprings on June 26, 
The dates of observation of the earliest and latest 
spring migrants In 19$0, were May 29 and July 1, respectively! 
for 19^ 1, May 31 and June 23j and for 19,52# Hay 20 and 
August 28. In 1952, all rosettes exsaained, exoliisive of 
those on one tree, were free of spring migrants by June 17. 
In the case of one tree which displayed a large n-umbor of 
rosettes the first alate appeared on July 3, and the last 
on August 28, There was considerable difference in the 
appearance of the rosettes on this tree as compared with 
those observed on other trees, fhe majority of the colonies 
occupied only one leaf instead of oansing a resetting of an 
entire twig. There was also an excessive ainount of honey 
dew present. The nympfcis migrated froai leaf to leaf on a 
twig until eventually all the leaves became ciirled, Alates 
from these rosettes were caged on potted apple seedlings 
but in every instance they died without depositing nymphs. 
Forms of aphid on apple 
Apterous fomug. Although the aerial forai aphids in­
duced galls on the steais of the plants, losses due to their 
feeding activities i^ ere negligible in coraparison with the 
surfflaer root for®. In 19,50 the trees in a seven acre block 
of budded apple trees starting their second season of growth 
(Figure l|.) r^ere exaiained. It was found that 87.5 per cent 
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Pigupe li, A seven acre plajtitlng of two-year budded apple 
trees whioh wea?© discarded due to aphid dsa-iage. 
[.8 
of these trees wore tmsal#able due to tlie severe galled 
condition, of tlae roots. Apliids viere presexit in large n-aiabers 
on roots at a depth of 20 inclies in the soil. In manj in­
stances tlie trees started growtli in the spring but died 
before attaining full leaf (Pigriire 5), Aphids were observed 
on til© roots of tliese trees during all months of tlie year; 
however, as -linter advanced, the larger apliids died. 
Overwintering nyiaplas were active on infested nursery 
stock early in the season of 195^ 2. Many crawlers x^ ere ob­
served Da March 19, 19^ 2, in a block of two-year budded 
apple trees. Aerial colonies were observed as soon as the 
temperature warned in the spring and remained until freezing 
weather in, the fa.ll» 
Observations were made on root form aphids under caged 
conditions frora Jtine 19 to October 30, 19$2, During this 
period 18$ aphids, comprising generations in all, were 
observed. Of this number 12? aphids moulted four tines, 
56 aoulted five tiraes, and two moulted six times before 
progeny were deposited. Variations in the nuxaber of moults 
occurred In all cages and were distributed at randoia tlirouch*' 
out the observation period. Figure 6 shows graphically the 
number of generations produced in each cage and the duration 
of time between birth and iiiatu.rity, as determined by pro­
duction of young. There was a xfide variation between the 
time intervals for the maturity of the generations on the 
various trees, as well as betx^ '-een those on the saxae tree. 
Figure 5. Retarded leaf development on tno-year apple 
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D A T E  
mre 6. Length of, and number of generations observed in cages 
on roots of apole trees. Each cell represents one 
generation based on the interval of tlrae from birth 
to reproduction. Shenandoah, Iowa, 1952. 
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In cage 3 aphlds died August l5j before completing 
th© generation. The data on tbat generation were discarded, 
Eiis root was reinfested with apliids from cage 2 and tlie 
obseriratiom i-rere- continued. 
In an experiment in 1950, 35 seedling apple trees were 
budded on June l8 with buds Infested with aphids» When 
examined September 9» seven trees had aphids present on tlie 
roots (Figure 7). On August 6, 19.52, $0 seedlings were budded 
with aphid-infested buds and when esarained Septeabep 10, 
only one tree !md aphid-Infested roots. 
In an experiment to determine whether buds on aphid-
free buds ticks %iould becc®ie infeated if exposed during the 
nomal collecting and storage operations, it was found that 
on 19 budsticks, with a total of 202 aphid-free buds, 23 
buds becaaie Infested when stored overnight with one Infeated 
budstick. 
Fall mii^ ants, 1?he earliest fall migrants vjere observed 
in the field on October 10, 19k.9, Septeraber 27, 1951, and 
September 23, 1952, 
On lovember 3, 1950, eight aphid-infested apple trees 
•were potted and placed in tlae greenhouse {Figure 8), Fall 
migrants were obserred on these trees on December 1, and 
continued to be present until January 18, 1951* On loveraber 
6, 1952, six budded apple trees were potted and placed in 
the greenhouse. The first fall migrant was observed on 
loveiaber 27, and migrants were still developing in large 





Flgii3?8 8» Woolly apple apliid colonj on crown of orie-jear 
grafted ai3pl© t2?ee in greenhouse, Ifo-rember 21, 
X950. 
aerial colonies on Febrwarj ij., 1953» 
Table ^  presents the embryo eounts obtained bj dissect­
ing 20 fall migrants collected froia apple plants in the 
graenhouse on Ifoveiaber 29* 19ii.9} and Table 6, tb.a embryo 
counts froia 20 fall migrants collected from apple plants in 
til© greenliouae on Hoveraber 12, 19^ 1. li&ibryo counts from 20 
fall migrants collected from budded appl© trees in tlie field 
on October 21, 19>2, are presented in fable 7. 
fable Ratio of aex forms in progeny of fall migrants 
developing under greenlioiise eoaditions as 
revealed by dissection, 19i|.9» 
Observation lo». male Ho, female Total embryos froia 
nmaber embryos embryos dissected migyant 
1 0 7 7 
2 2 3 
3 0 3 3 
% k 3 7 $ 0 5 5 
6 0 3 3 
7 2 h 6 
8 1 k 5 
9 k 8 
10 0 8 8 
11 1 3 i|. 
12 1 i|. g 
13 3 2 
% 2 3 g 1.^ 1 1+ 
16 3 2 
17 0 7 7 
18 3 k 7 
19 0 8 8 
20 3 1 k 
Ratio of females to males 2,73:1 
Mean for total embryos a ^ .6 ± .35 
Table 6. Ratio of sex forms in progeny of fall migjr'ants 
developing under greenhouse conditions as 













































































Ratio of female ©jiibryo to male embryos 6:1 
Mean for total embryos s 6*7$ ± .37 
fable 7* Ratio of sex foms in pi'ogeny of fall laisrants 
developing undei* nomal field conditions as 





















































Ratio of female eiabryos to male embryos s 1;0.89 
Mean for total embryos a 8.9 ± .2l|. 
p7. 
Predators and parasites. The following Insect tsredators 
were observed feeding on various forms of the woolly apple 
ap'iid in observations over the tlaree joar period in the 
nurseries at Shenandoahj Iowa; 
Goleoptera; 
Adalia bipunotata (L.) 
Cjcloneda (Sa.j) 
Hippodamia oonvergens G-uer, 
Heralpteraj 
Beraeocorls aghldipliag^ is "Knight 
Neiireptera: 
C'-hrysoDa sp. 
I II I*'-'III- i-^ r 
Only one parasite, Aphellms nxali (Hald,), was noted 
during this extended period of observation. In 19^ 1, 58 
rosettes were tagged- on elm trees. Observation were made 
from May 8 to June 16, and it was noted that parasitized 
aphids appeared in 26 rosettes. In the case of 18 rosettes 
no spring migrants developed, and in one rosette only one 
parasitised spring migrant developed. In 19^ 1 the first 
obsei>ved parasites hatched from aphids in eliii rosettes on 
June 3, while in 19^ >2 they liatched Hay 1$, In a few in­
stances parasitised aphids were observed in stem colonies 
on apple nursery stock in the field; however, the number 




A striking fact was noted in connection with the number 
of alates produced in elia rosettes imder caged conditions 
(Table 3). The average number of alates for the 1^  rosettes 
caged was 108l. HoxTOver, alxaost one-half of the total alates 
observed xfore in cage 1$, and when those observed in cage 2 
were added to thos© In cage 15 well over one-half of the 
total alates wore accounted for. In Table 1| the alates pro­
duced in cage 6 account for approxlmatolj one-fifth of th© 
total mimber of alates observed. 
Fall mi,{yant 
In Tables $ and 6 it is evident that fall migrants which 
developed under greonhouse conditions contained a relative­
ly high proportion of feiaale sexuals. Of the I4.0 alates 
dissected, 15 contained only embryos of female sexuals. In 
no IrsBtance were th© eabryos all males, Although a relat­
ively saiall number of dissections wore made on fall migrants 
collected in the field, the ratio of sexual embryos in 




An experimental plot in tlie form of an 8 X 8 latin 
square ims laid out in a planting of one-year grafted apple 
trees in 19ij-9 to test the effectiveness of seven different 
insecticides for tlie control of the root-form of the woolly 
apple aphid* Each plot within the latin square included 
the trees in 60 feet of row, The roots of the trees were 
exposed by the reiaoval of the soil to a depth of approxi­
mately l|. inches and to a width of 6 inches around the trees 
in each row. The sprays i-iere applied October 28, at the 
rate of 200 gallons per acre, after -which the soil was re­
turned to the trees, fhe chemicals and the araounts used 
per acre are shovm in Tables 8 and 9. An untreated control 
vjas included in each rot=i. On April 28, 195'0j five oonse-
ctitive roplications in this plot were Inadvertently sprayed 
with Isotox (25 par cent lindane) at the rate of approx­
imately 0,5 pounds per acre by a co-worker. The trees were 
examined for root infestation Septeiaher 12, 19^ 0, hj ex­
posing the roots to a depth of approximately 10 inches. 
In order to test the effectiveness of various levels 
of the gaaaiia isomer of benzene hexachloride for control of 
the root foria of the aphid, an esperiaental plot was laid 
out in a field of one-year biidded apple trees on June 21, 
1950* The test area consisted of four consecutive rows of 
trees, each divided into five equal sections 60 feet long. 
Four randomized treatments and a control were replicated 
four times* All chemicals at levels listed in Table 10 were 
applied at rates of 200 gallons of finished spray per acre. 
The cone of apray was directed at the crowns of the plants 
and reg'ilated so as to cover the soil for 6 inches on either 
side of the trees. The trees were exajained for root infes­
tation on September 13, 19^ 0, by exposing the roots to a 
depth of approxijaatelj 8 inches. 
An experiment was performed to test the effectiveness 
of two levels of garesma isomer of benzene hexachloride 
applied in I|.00 gallons of finished spray per acre. The 
e3^ per'iiiiental plot designed as a 3 X 3 latin square was 
laid out in a pla.nting of two-year budded apple trees which 
were heavily infested with the root form of the aphid. Each 
plot of the latin square included the trees in 60 feet of 
row. The treatments listed in Tables 11 and 12 were applied 
on June 29, 19^ 0. On June 29, 1951* this plot was re-treated. 
The trees were exaoiined for root infestation on Sept6i:!iber 11, 
1950, hy exposing tli© roots to a depth of approssimatelj 8 
inches, and on Septeaiber 19, 1951, by digging the trees. 
In 1950 an experimental plot designed as a 3 X 3 latin 
square was laid out in a block of two-year budded apple 
trees which were heavily infested with aphids to test the 
effectiveness of two levels of chlordane (I,L3 per cent), 
Each plot of the latin square included trees in 60 feet of 
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row. On Septeaber 30 tlie soil was removed to a deptli of 
approzlmatelj l\. inches and to a width of approxiraatelj 6 
inches on either sid© of the rot-js in order to expose the 
roots of the trees# Glilor-dane treatments at levels listed 
in Table 13 were applied in 200 gallons of finished spraj 
per acre. The soil xms replaced lamediatelj after sprajing. 
An unsprayed control was included in the experiment, Thi© 
blook was retreated on June 29, 1951 CTabl© li|.). The trees 
were examined for aphids in 19^ 0 by exposing the roots on 
October 28, and in 19i?l by digging the trees on Septesiber 20. 
On August 9, 19^ 0, an experimental plot consisting of 
three consecutive rows, each row divided into four sections 
containing 2^  trees, was laid out in a block of two-jear 
budded apple trees which were heavily Infested t^ ith aphids. 
This experiment was perforsied to test the effectiveness of 
©thelene dibromide as a soil fmalgant for controlling the 
root form of the aphid, Dowftiiae W-85 (82,7 pex* cent ethelen© 
dibromide) -ms injected into the soil at a depth of 7 inches 
with a Mack's Cheratcal Injector Ho, I|.5AP set to deliver 
1,5 Ell. of the chemical per injection. In one trsatraent 
the chemical ms injected 1 inch from the crowi of the plant, 
and in the amount of 1,5 itil, per tree. In the second treat-
Eient an injection i«s made on opposite sides of each tree 
and If. inches from the croim, The third treatraent consisted 
of one injection between the trees in the rowj however, when 
the distance between tuo trees exceeded 1 foot, an injection 
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was raade wltliin 6 incbes of each tree. The treatraents 
and control were replicated three times. The trees were 
dug on September 11, 1950j foi* examination of the roots 
for apliids. 
On September 1, 1950, an experlraental plot designed 
as a 3 X 3 latin square was laid otit in the above planting 
of two-jear budded apple trees. Two trees were used in 
each plot of the latin square. In one treatment, 1 ml. of 
absolute alcohol was added to each 0,5 ml. of Dox-jfume W-35. 
In tlie other treatment 1 ml. of xylene was added to each 
0.5 al* of Dowfume I'he chem3.cals were injected 6 
inches belcw the snrface of the soil and 6 inches frosi th© 
croi«i of each plant. One injection of 1»5 lal* of cheiai-
cal tfas applied to each tree. An untreated control t-jas In-
oluded In the experiment. The trees were dug and examined 
for aphids on October 28, 1950. 
An experiment was set up and treated on July if,, 1951? 
in a b3,ock of one-year budded apple trees. The experimental 
plot consisted of 2k consecutive I'ows, each 36l|- feet in 
length. Prior to application of the chemical the soil vms 
removed to a depth of approxipiately 3 inches and to a width 
of approximatel7f 6 Inches on each side of the rows in order 
to expose the roots of the trees. Alternate four-row repli­
cations were sprayed, and the Intervening four-row replications 
were left unsprayed, Isotox (20 per cent lindane) in the 
araount of 1.56 pounds lindane per acre was applied in 200 
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gallons of finished spraj, with a four-row boom pot^ rep spray­
er, Drops froia the boom placed the nozzles approxiaately 
18 inches from the croims of the plants. Two nozzles, one 
on either' side of the row, directed the cone of spray at 
the crotm of the plants; hot-jeirer, since the spray wet the 
surface of the soil between the rows this area xfas included 
in the calculation of the per-aore treatment. Polloxfing 
the spray application the soil was returned to the trees. 
This plot xv^ 'ss again treated on May 29> 19$2, At tliat tis.© 
two rows of each previously treated replication and two 
rows of each mitreated replication were sprayed in the 
saiae manner aa in 1951 (Table 1$), fhe trees in this plot 
xfere dug on October 30» 1952, and esaiained for the pz^ oB ©no© 
of aphids on the roots, and for trees not saleable due to 
aphid damage (Figure 9^  
..n exporimer-t was perfopiaea to test the effects of 
certain chemical sprays on the establislment of buda, and 
also to test the effectiyeness of these spra^  for the 
control of the aphid when applied to scion trees prior to 
collecting bud^ ticks. On .Tiilj 27, 195l» four infested apple 
acion trees were selected (Pig-are 10)j budsticks ascertained 
to be infested viith aphids xere tagged on each, and tiiree 
of the four trees were sprayed. The oheird-cals used and the 
amounts applied to each tree appear in Table 16. On the 
same date two trees of the saiae variety,, apparently free of 
ax^ hids, were selected and a number of budsticks tagged. 
6[|., 
Pigtire 9. Hoot damage on one-year budded apple trees. 
Tlie tree on the left i-ma classed as saleable, 
the two remaining trees were classed as not 
saleable. 
65;. 
Figure 10, A jear old aprjle scion tree ejchlblting se­
vere root dajiia.ge induced by the woolly apple 
aphid, frees siatlar to this served as the 
source of infested btads for the budding 
experiments , 
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On July 31» 19Sls an experimental plot designed as a 
7x7 latin square was laid out in a planting of one-jear 
acple seedlings. Each plot of the latin square contained 
10 trees. The tagged budsticks were collected from the 
treated and untreated trees mentioned above. One budstiok 
infested ulth a colonj of approximateIj 75 aphids was tied 
with one group of aphid-free budsticks. All buds ticks were 
stored over night in a cool place. The seedling trees were 
shield-budded the following day with buds from the above 
buds ticks. The plants were exarained on September lit., 19Sl» 
to determine the number of buds established, as well as 
the nuxaber of trees infested with aphids. 
On August 7» 19$1, an ©sperlmental plot designed as a 
$ X $ split plot latin square was laid out in a block of 
budded apple trees to test the effects of four chemicals 
on the establisluaent of buds, and their effectiveness in 
controlling the root foria aphids* The chemicals used and 
the rates of appl3.cation appear in Tables I7, 13, 19, and 
20. The budding operation had been performed on Augi.ist 6, 
19?1. Each plot of the latin square Included trees in 60 feet 
of row, and each sub-plot 30 feet of row. The control plots 
were not subdivided. Treatments were applied on August 7, 
care being taken that the spray covered the buds and croras 
of the plants, and the soil for 6 inches on eithei' side of 
them. Sub-plots i-rere retreated on August 22, and Septexaber 6, 
1951, respectively. The trees were exaiuined for the 
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es tab lis Inane nt of buds and for the presence of aphid-infested 
roots on Septeraber 18, 1951. The sub-plotrecelYed a 
fourth application of spray on June 9, 192?2, The roots 
Mere expoised to a deptli of apr^ roxlraately 8 inches on Aiigast 
28, 19^ 2, and examined for aphids, as well as for aphid 
galls which ^ fotild make th© trees unsaleable. 
An experiment ms performed to determine the effective­
ness of certain chemicals for the control of this aphid on 
infested three jear old apple trees treated at diggiii^  time 
and stored over winter. On IToirember 1!^ , 195l» l8o heavily-
infested trees were collected and tied in biindles of 10, 
The l8 bundles were subdivided into six groups of three, 
representing five treatments and a control. Five cheiaicals 
were used at the concentrations listed in Table 20, and in 
the amount of 1 qtiart of spray per treatment. The trees 
were spread out on the ground and th© tops and roots \#er© 
aprajed with the ohemieals. Following the spraying oper­
ation the trees were stored in a nurserj storehouse over 
winter. Each treateient group tfas stored separately and 
received the normal storage attention. On April 22, 19^ 2, 
these trees were resoved from storage and thoroughly 
©saiained for the presence of aphids, fhey were then top 
and root pruned and transplanted to an observation plot in 
randomised groups of 10 trees. All trees were dug on 
August 20, 1952, and again examined for the presence of 
aphids, 
68 
In order to determine the effectiveness of field 
applications of lindane a selected lot of apple stock was 
examined at digging tiia©» One block of apple trees con-
taining both budded and grafted trees uaa exarained at 
digging time in 1951 for aphid-infested roots, fliese 
trees liad previously been sprayed on April 28, 19^ 0, and 
Jnly 3» 19>1, respectively, with Isotox (20 per cent 
lindane) at approximately 0..5 pound lindane in 200 gallons 
of finished spray per acre, using a power-driven orchard 
sprayer, 
A block containing both grafted and budded apple trees 
was exaBiined at digging between October 23 and October 30, 
19^ 2, for aphid-infested roots. These trees load previously 
been sprayed on July l|., 19^ 1, and May 29, 19>2, with Isotox 
(20 per cent lindane) at approximately 1,5 pounds of lindane 
per acre. The chemical was applied in 200 gallons of 
finished spray per acre at each application. 
69. 
Besults 
file results of the expei^ lment to detemlne the effect-
i?e:n.©ss of certain chesiicals foz* cont3?olllng the root fom 
of the woolly apple aphid in 19^ 0 are ppesentod in Tables 8 
and 9. 
The results of the experiment in ^ /hich fcrar levels of 
gaxoTfia isomer of bensene hexaahloi?ide were applied to one-year 
"budded apple trees in 195)0 appear in Table 10. 
The results of the experiment to teat the effectiveness 
of ti-To levels of gasiroa isoraei> of "benzene hsxac'tiloride when 
applied in l.|.00 gallons of finished spray to control the 
root form of the aphid on heavily infested txfo-year budded 
apple trees are presented In Table 11. The results of these 
treatments over a two year period appear in Table 12, 
The results of the applications of ehlor-dane (10 per 
cent) at two levels to control the root forai of the aphid 
on heavily infested two-year budded apple trees are pre­
sented in Table 13» The results of two consecutive yearly 
applications of this chemical are presented in Table li|.. 
In the experiiaent in 1950, in which 1-| ml. of Dowfume 
¥-85 (83.7 pei* cent ©thslene dibromide) was xi.sed per tree, 
all treated trees wore killed. 
In the experiment in 19$0, in which l/2 ml, of Dowfume 
¥-83' (83.7 per cent ethelene dibrortiide) tiras used per tree, 
diluted with 1 ml. of xylene for one treatment and 1 ml. of 
absolute alcohol for the other, all trees remained healthy. 
Table 8. Effectiveness of various chemical sprajs fop 
controlling th© root fom of the woolly apple 
aphid on one-jear grafted apple trees. 








Isotox (25€ lindane) 
2 lb, lindane/acre 29i.i-
Tri-6 WS-10 (10^  
garriaa isomer) 2 lbs, 
garnaa isoiaer/acre 261^  
D0T (20^ ) 30 lbs. 
actual DDT/acre 296 
Toxaphene Cl|i|^ ) 
i|.0 Ihs, actual 
toxaphene/acre 315 
DDT (2^ ) 30 Ihs, 
actual D.!)T/aere 295 
Parathion (.3 lbs/gal.) 
10 lbs. actual 
parathion/acre 297 
Chlordan© (k3%) 
30 lbs, actual 
chlordane/acre 320 

















level s 2,10 
























Table 9. Sffeeti'^ eness of various chemical sprays for 
controlling the root fom of the woolly api>le 
aphid on one-yeap grafted apple trees, 
Shenandoah, Iowa, i9lL9-1950. 
So« trees No, trees Mean fo 
Treatment treated with aphids Infested 
laotox (2$'^ lindane) 
2 lb, lindane/acr© 180 1 0,63 
Tri-6 '.m:-io (lOil 
garittfia isomer) 2 lbs, 
gaimua isoiaeryacre 198 2 0,93 
DDT (20%) 30 lbs, 
actual DDT/acre 153 22 111-, 99 
fozapbBne 
1^ .0 Iba, actual 
toxaphene/acre 168 9 5.59 
DDT (2$%) 30 lbs, 
actual DDT/acre 175 15 8,89 
Parathion (,3 lbs/gal.) 
10 lbs, actual 
parathlon/acre 135 19 10,00 
Chlordane (L|3FS) 
30 lbs, actual 
chlordane/acre 16LL 0 0.0 
Untreated control lii3 12 8,73 
Souroe of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square P. 
Hows 2 22k. 83 112,!t-l 
Treatinents 7 608,86 86,98 1,92 
Rows X treatments llj. 635.I>0 
Total 23 ll,{.69a9 
72. 
Table 10. Iffeeti^ eness of irarious levels of gamma Isoraer 
of benzea© hexachlorlde as sprays tor control 
of the wooll|^  apple aphid on the roots of one-








Trl-6 m^ io 
(lOfs gajffiria isomer) 
1 113, gaasna Isoaer/A. 2^ 2 23.2 
Tri-6 l'JE-10 |10;l gamma isomer) 
§ lb. gaama isomer/A. 19l|. 6k 3l.k 
fri-6 WE-10 
ilO% gaimaa isomer) 
lb. gamraa isomer/A. 208 82 l|.l.5 
Caroo «I" 
(, gaama i s omer) 
diluted 1:200 212 66 31.0 
Untreated control 178 50 29.5 
Source of Degrees of Stim of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F. 
Hows 3 m.i|.0 37 a3 
Treatments i|. 68^ ,92 171.!|.8 ,71 
Hows X treatments 12 2898.3i|- 2l|.1.53 
fotal 19 3695.66 
73. 
fable 11, EffectlYeness of two levels of gaiama isocaer of 
"benaen© kexachlorid© applied as sprays for 
control of the root fom of woollj apple aphid 
on hB&vilf infested two-year "bxidded apple trees, 
Shenandoah, loi-ra, 1950* 
Ifo, tr©es lo. trees Mean % 
treatment treated with apMda Infested 
fi»i-6 ¥i>10 (10^  gaimaa 
isomer) 2 lbs, gmmm. isomer 
in l|,00 gal, spraj/acre 191 Sk kli.A6 
Tri-6 ¥E-10 ( lOfi gararaa 
Isomer) 1 lb. gaasiaa isc®er 
in I4OO gal. spray/aor© 88 50,ii7 
Untreated control 173 107 61.77 

















fable 12. Effeetiveneas of two levels of garam Isomer of 
benaene heacaoliloride applied as sprays for con­
trol of th© root fom of woolly apple aphid on 
hea¥ily infested budded apple trees when applied 
during second and third year of growth, 
Shenandoah, lom, 1952. 
freatment 
fotal gaaiBia No. trees Mean % 
Trl«6 W3-10 
{lO^  gansaa isomer) l|. lbs, 189 161 85.18 
Tri-6 WE-10 
10^  gamraa isomer) 2 lbs, 175 163 92.86 
Untreated control 173 l6!x 95.26 
Source of Begrees of Su® of Mean 
variation freedom squares square P. 
Kows 2 IHL.IO 57.05 
Treatments 2 160 * 20 83.10 1.03 
Rows X treatraents 321.31 80.33 
Total I 601.60 
7i^ . 
Table 13, Effectiireness of c'lilordane sprays for control of 
the root forsa of woollj apple aphid on b.eairily 
infested two-year budded apple trees, Sliciiandoah, 
Iowa, 190. 
Ho. trees Mo, trees Mean % 
freateient treated infested infested 
Cblordane 30 lbs/A, 190 55 29,28^ hi-
Chlordane 1$ lbs/A, 199 73 36« 09->--
Untreated oontrol 211 122 57.27 
L.S.D. 
5^  level s 9.I12 
level s 15.59 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square P, 
Hows 2 1992.14-3 996.21 
Treataients 2 1278.7l|. 639.37 12.38-;^  
Rows .X treatraents k 206.53 51.63 
Total 1 3U77.70 
Table II4., Effectiveness of cblordane sprays for control of 
tlie root form of woollj apple aplild on lieavilj 
infested budded apple trees when applied during 
seoond and third jear of growth. Shenandoah, 
Iowa, 1951* 
Total chlordane No. trees Mean % 
freatment applied €r©at;e<i infested infested 
Chlordane 60 lbs/acre 179 llt.9 83.67-:Ht-
Chlordane 30 lbs/acre 190 163 85.79--H;-
Untreated control 2014. 203 99.I1.9 
L.S,D. 
$i level - 5.70 

























Live aphids were present on all treated trees as irell as the 
\mtreated trees, when examined at digging time. 
The results froia tii© experimental plot treated xfith 
Isotox (20 per cent lindan©) in 1951 and 19$2. are nresented 
3.n Table 
Resiilts of the 1951 treatments of scion trees with 
various cheiaioals to deterrain© the effects on the establish­
ment of buds are presented in liable 16, 
Hesults of the 19^ 1 applications of four chemicals to 
budded apple seedlings to detemuine the effects on the ,©stab~ 
lishiaent of buds are presented in Table 1?. Table 18 pre­
sents the results obtained on the control of root form 
aphid on these plants in 195l| Table 19 the results obtained 
on the saiae trees in 19:>2, Table 20 presents the results 
for 19^ 2 on th© basis of the number of saleable trees. 
The results of five chemical treatments applied to 
tliree-jear old apisle trees prior to storage a.re pr-esented 
in fable 21, 
In an ©xperlaient in 19!>2 to test the effects of dates 
of application and leirels of chlordane CI4.3 P©r cent) and 
Isotox (10 per cent lindane) when applied to apple seedlings, 
not one plant ms infested when examined. There were 3397 
trees which received chemical treatments and 376 untreated 
control trees in this experiment. 
The results of a field exaifiination of a block of budded 
and grafted trees exajsined at digging ta'jae in 19$1 are 
Table 15. Tlie ©ffectl-yeness of lindane sprays for controlling the root form of 
the woolly apple aphid on apple trees in relation to time of appli­













Isotox (20fa lindane) 
1.56 lbs. lindane/acr© 
per application 1951 1758 21.5 151 13 • 59-"-55-
Isotox (20^ lindane) 
1,56 lbs. lindane/aere 
per application 
1951 
1952 19?i8 232 153 11.96-iHJ 
Isotox (20^ lindane) 
1.56 lbs. lindane/acre 
per application 1952 1993 933 772 1^2.14-8 
Untreated control I8l8 1085 900 56.72 
level s 16»1|.6 
1^ le¥el g 21u93 



























Table 16» The effect of various olieniical sprays applied to 
individual apple scion trees for aphid control 
on the establishment of apple buds, Shenandoah, 










Cklordane. 1 qt, 
of 2% eiaulsion 70 kB 0 70.00 
Endrin. 1 qt, 
0.012^  emulsion 70 51 0 72,80 
Gaimiol, 1 qt. 
0,026^  ^GAIIMA 
isomer emulsion 70 50 0 71.i|.0 
Hot treated. All 
buds inf©s ted 
with aphids. 70 i|.9 14. 70,00 
lot treated. Aphid 
colony "bundled" 
with budsticks. 70 52 0 7iu30 
Control. Hot treat­
ed, Aphid-free buds. 70 51 0 72.80 
Control. Hot budded. 70 0 
Analysis of variance for establisiment of buds 
Source of Degrees of Sm of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F, 
Roirs 6 93 #33 15.^ 6 
Treatraents  ^ 1*$5 *31 0.19 
Error 30 p. 95 1.63 
Total ij.! ll|.3»83 
Table 17. Effects of four cheuiloals, applied as sprajs for control of %/oollf 
apple aphid, on the establislment of buds on budded apple seedlings, 
Siienandoali, Iowa, 1951. 
lo. applications 
1 (1951) 3 (1951) 
Treatment tto . trees lo,  buds Ifo. trees lo, buds Mean € buds 
budded established budded established establislied 
Endrin,' 200 Gal. of 0.12^  
©aulsion/A,/application 206 199 189 IOI4. 97.I1.O 
Isodrin. 200 Gal» of 0.029,^  
emu1sion/A,/app1ication 19^  188 186 180 98.09 
Chlordane. 200 Gal. of 2% 
emuls ion/A./application 22k. 218 186 181 97.1|i4-
Gaimnol, 200 Gal, of 0.026j^  
gainma isomer/A./application 195 190 183 178 97.23 
Untreated control 387 378 95.68 
Source of IJegrees of Sm of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F, 
Replications k 32. 03 8.01 
O.I4.8 Treatments k 7. 71 1.93 
Replications X treatments 
3.98 (error, i^ hole-plot) 16 63. 
Applications 1 0. 08 0.08 0.09 
Treatments X applications k 3.55 0.89 
Error (apllt-plot) 20 65. 3.26 
Total if.9 170. 17 
T^ able l8, Effeotiveneas of four ohemicals applied as sprays for the control of 













Endrin. 200 sal, of 0,12^ 
©muls ioii/A •/Application 189 0 206 3 
Isodrin, 200 gal, of 0,0294 
©mulsion/A./application 186 0 195 2 0.53«-» 
Chlordane, 200 gal, of 2^ 
©mills ion/A./appli-oation 18? 0 l8li. 0 O.OO-JF-:?' 
Garmjiol. 200 gal. of 0,026^  
emuls ion/A ./application 103 li­ 19$ 1 1.31-"-^'* 
Untreated control 387 10 
level 









Replieations X treatments 
(error, whole-plot) 
Applications 























Table 19» Effectiveness of four chemicals applied as sprays for the control of 
woolly apple apMd when applied for two sticoessive years to budded 
apple trees. Shenandoah^  lotm^  19$2, 
1 
No. applications 







Ho. trees Mean 
infested infested 
Endrin. 200 gal, of 0,12fa 
emulslon/A./application 169 93 191 55 
Isodrin, 200 gal, of ,029/o 
emils 1 on/A. /app 1 i cat 1 on 160 38 172 30 20.1}.04HC-
Clilordane, 200 gal, of 
emtils ion/A,/application 166 33 1^5 13 li|.,70i?-;5' 
Gamaol, 200 gal, of O,O26'0 
emulsion/A,/application 168 26 17l|- 32 17.38'::-# 
Untreated control 3ii.9 178 51.86 
L.S.D. 
$fi level r 6.I|.5 
1^  lovel K 9«06 
Source of Degrees of Svm of Mean 
variation freedom squares square F. 
Rows k 2737.6K 68i|.,l|.l 
ColiJims k 2308.16 577.01). 
Treatments k IO8I1.9.88 2712.ii.7 12,35''^ ~"" 
Chemicals X control (1) 6I1.75.OO 6l1.75.OO 29.E9'-:'-Jt-
Among chemicals (3) ll.37ll-.88 11+58.29 6,6}4,-»«'-
Error (whole-plot) 12 263I1..73 219.56 
Elites 1 1162.73 1162.73 9.08-:HJ 
Chemicals X dates 3 1071.25 357.08 2.79 
Error (split-plot) 21 2232.30 128.12 
Total LL9 23I|54-.87 
Table 20, Effectiveness of fotir chemicals applied as sprays in two successive years 
for tlie control of woolly applo aphid on budded appl© trees, based on 
saleable trees, Shenandoah, Iowa, 19^ 5» 
- ' ' • uo^ 'ap-plicat'lons  ^











Endrin, 200 ^ al, of 0,12^  
emuls ion/A,/application 169 lj.9 191 15 17.96 
Isodrin, 200 gal, of ,029;^  
emuls ion/A ,/applicat ion 160 22 172 2 7. 604Ht-
Clilordan©, 200 gal, of 2^ 
emulaion/A,/application 166 k 1 1»61'"-K-
Oanmol, 200 gal, of ,026% 
ganKia isOBier/A•/application 168 13 17k 10 6,-50*2H5-
•ffntreated control 3k9 68 20,2l|. 
L.S.D, 
level s ii..03 
1.% level s S, 66 
Source of Degrees of Sim of Mean 
variation freedom squares square P. 
Rows k 659.86 16k.97 
Colm?ins h 1633.00 k08,25 
Treatments k 2538.16 631}-. 51}- 7.39-:H'r 
Checks X cheBilcaltj CD 1119.31 1119.31 13.03'"'# 
Araong cheraioals (3) 11+18.85 il.72.95 5.51-" 
iSrror (whole-plot) 12 1030.55 85.88 
Dates 1 8I1.9.53 8I4.9.53 13.33«'4t-
Cliemioals X dates 3 6!i.8.57 216.19 3.39 
Error (split-plot) 21 1019 .Iji 63.72 
Total k.9 8379.11 
Table 21. The effectiveness of five oheralcal sppays used for control of woollj 
apple aphid on tliree-year apple trees wlien applied on trees dug and 
stored for winter, Slienandoah, Iowa, 19^ 1-^ 2. 
Treatraent 
(applied date 
dug and stored) 
lo« trees infested 
wlien remoVed!' ' 
Ho. trees from storage wlien dug 
treated k/22/$2 8/29/52 
Saleable 
trees 
Isodrin. 1 qt. of O.lfS 
eiauls ion/treatment 
Chlordane. 1 qt. of 2% 
©muls ion/treatment 
G-ammol. 1 qt. of spray 
containing 0.008 oss, 
gamma 1 s omer/tr ea traent 
Black Leaf 1 qt. of 
1:200 plus aoap/treatnient 
Endrin, 1 qt. of 0.1?| 























Table 22, 'foolly apple apMcl Infestation on roots of two-
year budded and three-year grafted apple trees 
following the application of Isotoz (20 per cent 
lindane) spray at approximately 0.5 lbs. lindane/ 
acre/jear durincj the last two growing seasons in 











Grafted 28621 17i|.6 6.10 
Budded 2216 1055 ii7.61 
Total 30837 2801 9,08 
Table 23. ¥oolly apple apMd infestation on roots of two-
year budded and three-year grafted apple trees 
following the application of Isotox (20 per cent 
lindane) spray at approximately 1.^  lbs. lindane/ 
acre/year during the last two growing seasons in 
the nursery, Shenandoah, Iowa, 1952, 
lo, tress Per cent trees 
Method of 
propagating checked Infested 
non-
saleable infes ted 
non-
saleable 
Grafted 72195 562 375 0.79 0.52 
Budded 11166 597 5.35 3.80 
Total 83361 1159 799 1.39 0.96 
in fable 22» A detailed list of th© varieties examined 
appears in Appendix, fable 2I|.. 
Results of a field ©xaBiination of a field of bixdded and 
grafted apple trees examined in 1952 appears in Table 23, 
A detailed 13-at of the -rarietles examined appears in 




Little credence can be given to the i^ estilts presented 
in Table 8 since all treatments as well as the control plots 
were inadvertently sprayed with lindane during the experi­
mental period. However, it was evident that treatments of 
chlordane (Li3 pei* cent), Isotox (25 per cent lindane), a.nd 
Tri-6 HE-10 (10 per cent gaitiina iscmer) gave prcMising re­
sults* This observation vms strengthened by the results 
obtained froia the tliree of the eight replications which 
did not receive the additional lindane spray (Table 9). Due 
to the relatively high incidence of aphid-infested trees in 
the DDT and parathion. treated plots, the differences between 
treatments for these three replications were not statisti-
callj/ significant. 
Treatments in which the gamma is osier of benzene 
hexachloride was used at levels of 0,2p pound, 0.5 pound, 
and 1 pound per acre, applied in 200 gallons of finished 
spray, gave poor control of the root form aphid on one-year 
budded apple trees (Table 10). 
Treatments of gaiama isomer of benzene hexachloride 
 ^ applied at levels of 1 and 2 pounds per acre, in liOO gal­
lons of finished spray, did not significantly/- reduce the 
root form aphid on heavil:/ infested two-7/ear budded apple 
trees (Table 11). This was also true when these treatments 
were applied for two consecutive years (Table 12), The 
nuaber of aphids present on the crown of these plants to 
05. 
a depth of approximately 3 indies were noticeably reduoedj 
however, below tMs deptii tlae roots were ixeavilj infested. 
Differences between the untreated control and treat-
Eients of chlordane at levels of 1!? and 30 pounds per acre, 
respectively, when applied to heavily infested two-year 
budded apple trees li'ere significant at the one per cent 
level follox-ring one application (Table 13)- This tfas also 
true x-faen the applications %jere made for two consecutive 
years; however, fae percentage infestation in the treated 
plots was still exceedingly high (Table 2l|.), 
In Table If? the treatments based on the P. test were 
significant at the five per cent level. The results of 
the treatrrisnts in which Isotox {20 per cent lindane) was 
applied at the level of 1,56 pounds of lindane per acre 
per application, during the first groining season in one 
case and during the first and second growing season in the 
other, were significantly better than the untreated con­
trol. It is noted that mien one application of the 
chemical mis laade to. the trees during the first growing 
season the treatraent mean was not significantly different 
frcEi that of the plots receiving an additional application 
durinf!- the second groifing season, vfLien only one application 
of cheEiical was aade during the second growing season there 
was no significant difference between the mean of this 
tx'eatnen u c"i.nci the iuean of the untreated control. 
Ilo significant difference was evident in the establish-
86, 
merit of buds from scion trees treated with the various 
oheraicals and untreated control trees when these were budded 
on seedling apple trees (Table 16). It was also demonstrat­
ed that seedling trees can be Infested by the use of in­
fested buds ill the budding operation# Although only four 
of the 70 trees so treated exhJ-blted infested roots when 
checked, it seeias probable that the number of fall itiigrant 
a'ohida produced on these trees xfould be sufficient to in­
fest the elins in the vicinity, and thus briig about a 
heavier infestation during the following season. 
The results presented in Table 1? dsiaonstrate that the 
establislment of buds on seedling apple trees sprayed x^ -ith 
the various eheaioals imiiiedlately following the budding 
opei^ ation I'jas not si^ lfleantly different from, ttiat on the 
budded control trees. 
As shown in Table I8 the treatoaents used reaultsd in 
differences which were significant at the five per cent 
level. The treatment means of all chemicals were signi­
ficantly different from the mean of the control at the one 
per cent level. Treatments of endrin, isodrin, and chlor-
dane did not give differences which were significantly 
different among themselves. Treatments of endrin, isodrin, 
and GaifflJiOl did not show significant differences among.thorn-
selves; however, chlordane was significantly different from 
the Gairiittol treatraent at the one per cent level. Little 
credence is given the results in Table I8, since the number 
8? 
of Infested trees was small and verj limited in distribution. 
It should be noted that in the above instance aphid 
infestation tms rather low during the first growing season. 
This point is further strengthened by an experiment perforraed 
on seedling trees in 1952. In this case not one tree of 
the 3397 included in the experiment was infested. It is 
true that oheinicals were applied to 3021 of these trees, 
however, 376 were control trees which received no spray. 
It is evident from the results presented in Table 19 
that v;hole-plot treatinents were significant at the one per 
cent level based on the P. test. Also the chemicals coia-
pared tfith the iintreated control, and the ccsapai'ison among 
chemicals gave significantly different results at the one 
per cent level. Treatment means of isodrin, chlordane, 
and Gaimiol were not significantly different among themselves, 
but all were significantly better than endrin. In the 
split-plots the dates of applications differed significantly 
at the one per cent level, however, the interaction between 
chemicals and dates of application were not significant. 
Table 20 presents the results of the above experiment, 
based on the saleable trees. There are two noticeable 
changes in the results of the analysis. The differences 
among the chemicals are significant only at the five per 
cent level, and the treatment mean of endrin is not signi­
ficantly different from that of the untreated control. 
The results presented in Table 21 are obvious. Isodrin, 
88 
chlordaiie, GamEiol., and Black Leaf at tlie levels listed 
gave complete control of the apliid, Sndrln, altliougb. re­
ducing the infestation signifioantlj, did not give complete 
control. There was a striking reduction in the n-uiaber of 
infested trees in the untreated control when dixg on 
Aixgiist 29, 19!?2, This reduction was probably broijght about 
daring the root priming and transplanting operations. The 
main root systems of all the trees still presented a Imobby 
appearance when dug. Secondary roots produced following 
the transplanting operation were free of sifellings except 
on those trees infested with live aphids. 
The data presented in Tables 22 and 23 are condens­
ations of, those listed in Appendix, Tables 2k and 25» 
The blocks of ttjo-year budded and tliree-year grafted apple 
trees were exaaained to determine the percentage of infested 
trees following applications of gamiiia isomer of benzene 
hexaohloride during the last two growing seasons in the 
nursery. Since no control, was incl\ided in these blocks, no 
definite conclusions can be reached. It should be noted 
that in both tables the percentage of budded trees infested 
is approximately eight tlsies that for the grafted trees, 
It is a.lso evident that the percentage of infested trees in 
the blocks receiving treatments of 0.,^  pound lindane jser 
acre during the last two seasons (19$0 and 1951)> were much 
higher than in the bloclia receiving 1.5 pounds during the 
corresponding seasons of growth in 1951 and 19^ 2. 
89. 
SUMMARY AID CONCLUSIONS 
A reiriew of the literature dealing with various phases 
of the biology and control of the woollj apple aphid, 
Brlosorna lanl.g;eruM (Hausmann), is presented, 0bserv3.tional 
and experimental data were obtained in the nurseries at 
Shenandoah, Iowa, during the years 19l|-9 to 19^ 2, incliisjive. 
Prom observations it was found timt the life history of 
the woollj apple aphid in Iowa folloi€©d, in general, that 
outlined for other areas of the eastern United States, 
The earliest dates of observation of stera mothers on 
Aaierican elia were April 10, 19^ 0j April 20, 1951; and 
April 7» 19^ 2. 
On elms one stera mother usually Infested one terrainal 
bud, however, on heavily infested trees as laany as five 
stem raothers were found on a single terminal biid, and as 
raany as four were sometimes present on a single lateral 
bud. 
The avei'age naiibor of progeny produced by 16 stem 
mothers under laboratory conditions xms 67«7^ * An average 
of 68,19 additional erabryos were obtained by dissection of 
these 16 stem mothers after death. 
Second generation aphids were observed in elra rosettes 
as early as May 1, Under laboratory conditions second 
generation aphids moulted four times, and reached repro­
ductive maturity at fran eight to 11 days of age. 
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The earliest spring migrants were observed on Hay 29, 
1950j May 31, 195lj and May 20, 1952. fhe latest spring 
migrants were observed on July 1, 19^ 0j June 28, 19^ 1| and 
August 28, 1952, 
flie average ntaaber of alates from Ip caged elia rosettes 
was 1081,13 In 19^ 0, wliil© the average for nine caged 
rosettes in 19^ 2 was ^ 89.6?. The average nuraber of eiabr7/os 
obtained by dissecting 30 spi'ing uiigrants in 19^ 0 5.87# 
Apple plants were infested in the laboratory and in 
the field by offsprings deposited by spring migrants. 
Observations were made on the root fom of this aphid 
from June 19 to October 30, 195'2. As many as eight gener­
ations t-jer© produced in this length of time and the length 
of generations varied frora eight to 29 days. In general, 
the number of moults varied from fotir to five, howe\^ er, 
six moults were cotmted in the case of two different aphids. 
It was demonstrated th^ t severely galled roots of 
three-year apple trees, i-ihon free of aphids, would not 
outgrow this condition during one growing season. 
The dates of observation of the earliest fall migrants 
were October 10, 19iilj September 2?, 195lj and Septeraber 23, 
19 ?2. 
Pall migrants which developed under greenhouse con­
ditions contained a relatively high nwaber of female sexuals, 
and in some instances all the embryos were fersiales. The 
average nmber of sexuals obtained by dissecting 20 fall 
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migrants collected in th© field was 8.9, with a ratio of 
feraales to raales of l:0u2. 
Two experiments deraonstrated that only a siaall percent­
age of seedling apple trees transplanted for budding stock, 
became infested during the first growing season in the 
mirsery row. One experiment in which 2,69 per cent of th© 
trees were infested at the end of the first growing season, 
exhibited an infestation of 1^,86 per cent at the end of 
the second grot?/ing season, 
Tri-6 1-JE-lO (10 per cent gararaa isoraer) at levels of 
1 and 2 pounds of ganima isomer per acre, and chlordane at 
the levels of l5 and 30 pounds per acre were -ineffective 
in controlling the root form aohids on heavily infested 
two-year budded apple trees. The chealcals gave ineffective 
control when an additional spray was applied during the 
third growing season, 
Dowfurae ¥-85 (83#7 pez* cent ethelene dibroitilde) applied 
in the amount of 1,^  ml, per tree with a chemical Injector 
killed two-year budded atsple trees. Soil injections using 
0,5 ml, of Dowfuiae ¥-85 in 1 lal, of xylene were ineffective 
for aphid control, as were injections in which absolute 
alcohol was used as the diluent, 
Treataients using gai^ mia isomer of benzene hexachloride 
at levels of 0,25, 0«5» and 1 pound per acre, were ineffec­
tive in controlling the root forra aphid on one-year budded 
apple trees, 
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A single applieation of Isotox (20 per cent lindane) 
sprajr a'cplled at tli© rate of 1,^ 6 pounds of lindane per 
acre on one-year budded apple was as effective as two appli­
cations at the same level applied during the first and 
second growing seasons. A treatment using 1,56 pounds of 
lindane per acre applied during tb,® third growing season 
was not significantly different from the untreated control. 
Sprays containing 2 per cent ohlordane, 0,012 per cent 
endrin and 0,026 per cent gaimna isomer of benzen© hexa-
chloride, respectively, applied to infested scion trees did 
not significantly affect the eatabllslment of buda from 
these trees when budded to apple seedlings. 
The establisliment of buds on budded apple seedlings 
was not signif leant 1;/ affected by 0,12 per cent endrin, 
0,029 per cent isodrin, 2 per cent chlordane, or 0,026 
gaimiia Isomer of benzene hexacalorid© (Garitaol), when applied 
at the rate of 200 gallons of finished spray per acre one 
day following the budding operation, Althongh the incidence 
of aphid-infested trees was low and very limited in distri­
bution, all cheBiicals at the above dilutions gave signi­
ficant results for control of the root fom of the aphid on 
seedling trees. Following the application of an additional 
spray at the same level and rate diirlng the second growing 
season, all of these chemicals again gave significant 
results, Chlordane exhibited the best control, followed by 
Gansaol, isodrin, and endrin; however, ithen control was based 
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on the ramber of saleable trees ©ndrin was not significantly 
different from the untreated control. 
Sprays containing 0,1 per cent isodrin, 2 per cent 
chlordane, Gaiiimol {11,8 per cent gaaiBia iscmer) at 2 pounds 
gaaam isomer in 100 gallons of finished spray, and Black 
Leaf 1:200, witli soap, all gave coraplete control of 
aplilds when applied to heavily infested three-yoar apple 
trees following the digging operation and prior to winter 
storage. In the treatraent using endrln diluted to 0,1 per 
cent, two of the 30 original infested trees were still in­
fested when exaBiined after storage. 
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Table 2l|., Field counts of two-year budded and three-year 
grafted apple trees from a block sprayed wltli 
Isotox (20^  lindane) at tiie rate of 0.5 lbs, 
per acre during the last two growing seasons 








Red Jonathan Dwarf (Clarks 
Dwarf on Hibernal) (B & G-) i|.37 1 0.23 
Hed Delicio^ is Dwarf {Clarks 
Dwarf on Hibernal) (B & G) 2792 22 0.787 
Red Delicious Dwarf 
(on Mailing #9) (S) 1322 11 0.83 
Cortland Dwarf 
(on Mailing #9) (G) 800 k 0.5 
Maiden Blush (G) lOi-O 69 15.7 
Black Mcintosh (G) 2112 39 1.88 
Lodi iG) 381}. 28 7.29 
Macoun (G) kQB 13 2.66 
Minton (G) $12 81 15.82 
Red ¥an Buren (G) 626 87 13.89 
Yellow Transparent (G-) 14428 178 k-02 
Hed Delioious (B) 163 89 5ii..6 
Eed Delicious (Q) $^ 02 161 2.92 
Whitney (B) 102 27 26.If, 
i-ITiitney (G) 72i|.8 k7$ 6.55 
Anoka (B) 1000 660 66,00 
Anoka (G) 1530 577 37.71 
Hopa Grab (B) 179 36,9 
(B) a propagated 'by bud 
(CJ) s propagated by graft 
108. 
Table 25. Field counts of ttfo-jear budded and three-year 
grafted apple trees from a field sprayed with 
Isotox (20% lindane at approximately 1.5 lbs, 
lindane per acre during the last ti-io growing 
seasons in the narsery, Shenandoah, lotfa, 1952. 
Mo. trees Per cent 
Apple variety non- trees 
checked infested saleable infested 
Haralson (G) 2088 i|.0 22 1.92 
Famouse (G) 1276 1^ 7 39 3.68 
Yellow Transparent (6) 5872 37 25 0.63 
Red northern Spy (G) 522 3 3 0.57 
Northern Spy (G) 300 1 1 0.33 
Crimson Winesap (Q) 2180 9 k 0,i|.l 
Staycien Winesap (6) 996 2 2 0.20 
Hed Staymen Winesap (G) iBok 18 18 1.00 
(lalla Beauty (G) ll!.ll|. 8 8 0.57 
Lodi (G) 1398 13 7 0.93 
Macoun (G) 356 0 0 0.0 
Maiden Blush (G) 556 1 1 0.18 
Beacon {G) 3i|.8 0 0 0.0 
Baldwin (G) 3i^ 8 0 0 0.0 
Turley (G) 1212 14. 2 0.33 
Worth Western 
Greening (6) 811 7 0.86 
Hawkeye Greening {G) 27i|. 0 0 0.0 
Hhode Island Greening(G] 2 2 0.I4I1. 
Joan (G) 16k 0 0 0.0 
Hed Duchess (G) 15I1-2 0 0 0.0 
109. 










Inichess {G-} 1586 r* k 0.32 
Cortland (G) I82I4. 11 9 0»60 
EarlJ Harvest (G) 372 0 0 0,0 
Red ?an Buren {G} i|.^ 6 0 0 0,0 
Seoor (G) 7I5.O 2 1 0,27 
Sheron (G) il-65 k 3 0,86 
Toliaan Sweet (G) 792 0 0 0.0 
Melba (G) 22!| 0 0 0.0 
Yorking (G) 859 1 0 0,12 
Golden Husset (G) 137 il- 3 2,92 
Ames -5^ 0 (G) 201 0 0 0,0 
Hibernal Crab {G) i|.32 12 9 2.78 
Virginia Crab (G) i|.12 0 0 0,0 
Dolgo Crab (G) 870 0 0 0,0 
Hislop Crab (d) 830 71 i|.l 8.55 
Plame Crab (G) 732 0 0 0,0 
Prairie Spy (G) 960 9 7 0.911-
I^hitney (G) klkG 52 111}. 1,25 
Wiitney (B) 1685 127 85 7 A 
Jonathan (G) I1.290 il-1 21 0,96 
Red Jonathan (G) 3216 17 11 0.53 
Dark Red Jonathan (B) 1608 33 26 2,05 
110, 
Table 25. (continued) 








Delicious (G) 8398 61 1^ 2 0.73 
Yellow Delicious^  (G-) 3620 i|.0 21. 1.33 
Yellow Delicious (B) 592 81 I1.O 13.68 
Red June (G) 650 1 1 0.15 
Red Jime (B) 90l|. 2i|. 18 2.65 
Wealthy (G) 29lt8 2 2 0.07 
Wealthy {B) 1587 93 78 5.86 
Mcintosh ((J) 2158 3 2 O.lii. 
Mcintosh, Black 
Mickey (G) 2052 0 0 0,0 
Early Mclntosli {G) 332 2 2 0,60 
Mcintosh, Black 
Mickey (B) 2652 71 59 2.68 
Rome Beauty (G-) 725 1 1 0.1!|. 
RoBie Beauty (B) 882 17 15 1.93 
Grimes Golden (G) 1967 2 2 0,01 
Grimes Golden (B) 673 I4.9 26 7.28 
Anoka (G) 1292 21 8 1.63 
Anoka (B) 583 102 75 17,50 
wr a propagated hj bud 
(G) S propagated "bj graft 
